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Introduction
The overall goal of this project was to develop dual Positron Emission Tomography–Transrectal Ultrasound
(PET-TRUS) imaging of the prostate and validate the technology with phantom and “proof of principle” human
subject studies. Newly developed PET radiopharmaceuticals (e.g., [11C] choline) have recently demonstrated
outstanding results in the sensitive detection of prostate cancer, detecting malignant tumors in the prostate
region and determining tumor “aggressiveness” based on metabolic uptake levels. However, the relative
uptake in a tumor is so great that few other anatomical landmarks are visible in the PET images. PET imaging
would therefore be greatly enhanced if its functional information could be accurately fused with anatomical
information. Transrectal ultrasound imaging of the prostate is a standard imaging technique widely used for
prostate cancer diagnosis, biopsy, treatment planning and brachytherapy seed placement. Transrectal
ultrasound imaging provides high resolution anatomical detail in the prostate region that can be accurately co-
registered with the sensitive functional information from PET imaging, if the PET and TRUS prostate imaging
are performed sequentially during the same imaging session. Hence, dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging will
help determine the location and aggressiveness of cancer within the prostate region. This novel dual-modality
prostate imaging should help confirm initial diagnosis, guide biopsy, guide treatment decisions, monitor
response to therapy, and detect local reoccurrence. Ultimately it should help provide better detection and
treatment of prostate cancer. The goals of this research focused on developing the hardware and software
tools needed for a validated dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging system. These tools are necessary for future
clinical research.

Body
The development of dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging was focused on three research tasks: (1) develop
methods to position a subject’s prostate near the center of the PET scanner, (2) develop methods to accurately
co-register PET and TRUS images, and (3) validate our ability to position human subjects in the PET scanner
and to acquire co-registered PET and TRUS images with 10 “proof of principle” human subject studies.

Task 1: Develop methods for positioning the prostate at the center of the prostate-optimized PET
scanner

Task 1a) Mount transrectal ultrasound stabilizer arm to scanner table, and mount transrectal
ultrasound probe-stepper onto stabilizer arm.
During Year 1, we acquired the necessary transrectal ultrasound equipment – probe, stabilizer arm and
stepper. The main ultrasound system (Hitachi Hi-Vision 5500 digital system) was borrowed as needed from
UCSF Radiation Oncology Department in accordance with the UCSF sub-contract. As established in Year 2,
the LBNL transportation group was used to transport the transrectal ultrasound system between LBNL and
UCSF at an hourly cost to the project during Years 2-5.

During Year 1, we made all necessary modifications to the TRUS equipment to allow dual PET-TRUS imaging
with the prostate-optimized PET scanner. Figure 1 shows the TRUS system mounted onto the scanner table of
the prostate-optimized PET scanner. In Year 2, we made modifications to allow dual PET-TRUS imaging with
the alternate Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner. In Year 3, we further modified the TRUS support setup to
allow the point sources and TRUS probe to move farther into the EXACT HR PET scanner bore. A longer
custom aluminum plate was designed, built and added beneath the commercial linear stepper in order to
extend the probe-stepper motion (so both point sources can be imaged easily in the PET field of view). No
modifications were necessary in Years 4-5. Figure 2a shows the completed PET-TRUS system with the new
mechanical support and the EXACT HR PET scanner. Hence, Task 1a was completed for both available PET
scanners.

Task 1b) Attach two 511 keV 68Ge point sources to TRUS stepper (to define axial line of probe).
During Year 1, a custom point source holder was designed, built and mounted onto the TRUS stepper, as
shown in figures 1 and 2. The holder is an acrylic bar with two machined cylindrical cavities that hold the two
68Ge point sources (at the same height and 60.0 mm apart). The bar mounts on top of the TRUS stepper with
positioning pins and screws, accurately aligning two 68Ge point sources along the axial line of the TRUS probe
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at a known distance from the TRUS probe tip. The point source holder was completed in Year 1 and required
no modifications in Years 2-5.

Task 1c) Mount low-powered lasers on PET gantry along minor and major axes.
During Year 1, two low-powered lasers were mounted along the minor and major axes of the prostate-
optimized PET scanner. We did not have to mount additional lasers in Years 2-5, since the EXACT HR PET
scanner already had positioning lasers. These lasers are used to visually position objects, such as the two
point sources, near the center of the PET scanner (i.e., PET-center).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Photograph (left side view) of the dual PET-TRUS system including prostate-optimized PET scanner, scanner table,
TRUS stabilizer arm, TRUS modified stepper, TRUS ultrasound probe, and point source holder. (b) Photograph (right side view) of dual
PET-TRUS system with the prostate-optimized PET scanner, focusing on the heavy counter-weight of the TRUS stabilizer arm.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Photograph of the dual PET-TRUS system using the Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner. (b) Photograph close-up of the
TRUS ultrasound probe and point source holder. Two 68Ge point sources are mounted on the holder, which are used to measure the
position of the axial line of the TRUS probe. A third PET point source is taped to the TRUS probe tip, which is used for validation
measurements (see Task 1e).

Task 1d) Develop software to rebin PET data into a single 2D sinogram and determine point source
locations.
During Year 1, software was developed to quickly analyze point source PET data and determine the point
source locations. An alternate technique was chosen over our originally proposed method (of rebinning the
PET data into a single 2D sinogram). We acquired 1-5 minutes of PET data with 68Ge point sources in the PET
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scanner and quickly reconstructed the data with a two-iteration expectation-maximum algorithm (with a
simplified model of the PET scanner geometry). The resulting PET images were then quickly processed to
determine the point source locations in PET coordinates, using modified ImageJ software to determine the
brightness-weighted average (over all pixels in the image planes) for each point source in the 3D volumetric
PET imaging data set.

During Years 2-5, a standard filtered backprojection or iterative OSEM algorithm was used to reconstruct the
point source PET data for the EXACT HR PET scanner. The software used to determine the point source
locations was replaced with a streamlined Matlab program based on more statistically rigorous methods. We
now use an iterative Powell search method to perform 2D Gaussian fitting, in order to determine the projection
of the point sources in each PET image slice. We then find the axial z coordinate of the point sources using a
1D Gaussian fit of the signal amplitude parameter. We find the transaxial x and y coordinates of the point
sources using a 1D linear interpolation fit. The (x,y,z) PET coordinate of the two point sources are then used to
calculate the position of the TRUS probe tip (in PET coordinates). This software was used for all tasks related
to point source imaging during Years 3-5.

Task 1e) Validate prostate positioning by PET imaging a 511 keV point source attached to the TRUS
probe tip.
In Year 1 we developed a method to position a prostate near the PET-center, and this method was also used
for phantom imaging in Years 2-5. The TRUS probe is rigidly attached to the TRUS stepper that allows
calibrated linear displacement along its axis. The point source holder, with two 68Ge point sources (see Task
1b), is attached to the TRUS stepper. The TRUS probe-stepper-point source holder unit is mounted onto the
moveable TRUS stabilizer arm that is rigidly attached to the scanner table. This stabilizer arm moves to allow
correct positioning of the TRUS probe in a human subject (or phantom), then its position is fixed by tightening a
single knob. Once the TRUS probe is inserted and positioned inside a human subject (or phantom) at the
prostate and the stabilizer arm is fixed, a series of 2D TRUS images in the transverse plane (i.e., perpendicular
to the TRUS probe axis) are acquired from base to apex using the linear stepper. After the TRUS imaging is
complete, the TRUS probe tip is positioned at the center of the prostate using the stepper. The scanner table is
then moved so the two 68Ge point sources are visually positioned near the PET-center using visible low-
powered lasers (see Task 1c). PET data are acquired for 1-5 minutes, quickly reconstructed, and the location
of the point sources determined in PET coordinates (see Task 1d). Since the two 68Ge point sources are
placed along the axial line of the TRUS probe at a known location from the TRUS probe tip, the two point
source locations are represented by two position vectors and vector algebra is used to calculate the actual
location of the TRUS probe tip (in PET coordinates). The scanner table is then moved to axially position the
TRUS probe tip (i.e., prostate) at the PET-center. After the prostate is positioned in the PET scanner, the point
sources can be removed for the remainder of the study or the point sources can be left in place (since they are
outside the PET imaging volume and have such low activity that human subject dose is negligible). PET data
of the prostate region (or phantom) is then acquired.

Our ability to position a prostate in the PET scanner was validated in Year 1 for the prostate-optimized PET
scanner and in Year 2 for the EXACT HR PET scanner, by imaging a point source that represents the prostate
location. As figure 2b shows, we attached a third 511 keV 68Ge point source on the TRUS probe tip. We
positioned the TRUS probe tip using the procedure described above, acquired (for 5 minutes) and
reconstructed PET data of this third point source, and determined the third point source location in PET
coordinates (see Task 1d). This procedure was repeated several times for each TRUS probe position, and
multiple different probe angles were measured. As predicted, we were able to reproducibly position the TRUS
probe tip within 1 mm from the PET-center in the axial direction (i.e., direction of scanner table motion). A
subject’s prostate only needs to be positioned within the optimum central field of view of the scanner – 3 cm
from the PET-center in the transaxial plane and 1 cm from the PET-center in the axial plane. Hence, we
achieved greater accuracy than required for subject positioning.

However, it should be noted that this task is not sensitive to scanner table motion that is not level, since the
“prostate” point source is repeatedly measured at the same scanner table position. This issue will be discussed
below (see Task 2e). Various additional measurements were made using this point source setup in Years 4-5,
in order to evaluate the error sources for PET-TRUS image co-registration.
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Task 1f) Modify a commercial TRUS phantom to include a 511 keV point source on the “prostate” and
validate prostate positioning by PET imaging the point source.
As detailed in Year 1’s report, this second validation technique was deemed unnecessary and was not
performed. It would only provide redundant information (to Task 1e) at additional cost.

Task 2: Develop methods for co-registering PET and TRUS images.

Task 2a) Construct TRUS-PET prostate phantom
PET-TRUS-CT-MRI Phantoms:

In Years 1 and 2, we developed a multi-modality PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom [1]. In Year 2, we constructed
multi-modality PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms using a finalized selection of tissue mimicking materials (TMM)
and phantom construction procedures. These custom phantoms had structures that simulated the acoustical
properties for TRUS and 511 keV activity concentrations for PET, as well as structures that simulated the
nuclear magnetization for MRI and radiographic density for CT. We used tissue mimicking mixtures of agar,
gelatin, CuCl2-2H2O, EDTA-tetra Na Hydrate, NaCl, HCHO, Germall-PlusTM, glass beads, BaSO4, deionized
water, and 511 keV radioactive solutions. Although only PET and TRUS properties are required for this project,
we developed this tissue mimicking mixture because similar agar-gelatin mixtures were proven to have long-
term mechanical, ultrasound and MRI properties for at least one year [2]. As a result, our novel multi-modality
phantom has many applications beyond this project. A more complete description of this phantom development
is provided elsewhere [1], including a summary of the primary role for each TMM ingredient.

We constructed and imaged two-region PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms with a “prostate” tapered cylinder within
a “pelvis” rectangular cuboid, using the Pelvis TMM and Prostate TMM mixtures outlined in Table 1. The two
regions were clearly distinguishable by all four imaging modalities [1]. The phantoms demonstrated long-term
stability of imaging and mechanical properties, when stored at room temperature for over a year. We originally
planned to repeatedly use the PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom that was constructed with long-lived 68GeCl4.

However, the 68Ge tetrachloride molecules in the “prostate” migrated into the “pelvis” to become roughly
uniformly distributed throughout the phantom in less than 57 days. We believe that the 68Ge tetrachloride
molecules were small enough to penetrate the gel pores, slowly reaching an equilibrium in radioactive
concentration throughout the “prostate” and “pelvis.” Hence, the evaluation of our PET-TRUS co-registration
using this phantom was compromised by this 68GeCl4 migration. We should be able to prevent this  68GeCl4
migration by using a barrier, such as a female latex condom, between the “prostate” and “pelvis” so the
radioactivity instead reaches an uniform equilibrium within the “prostate” and “pelvis” separately. However, due
to the safety issue of handling the long-lived 68Ge radioactivity, we decided to build a different kind of TRUS-
PET phantom (that does not require 68Ge handling). The development and testing of this new phantom was
performed in Year 3, as discussed below in the Multi-Line Source Phantoms section.
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Pelvis
TMM 1.17 5.52 0.11 0.33 0.77 0.24 1.45 4.4 0.50

Prostate
TMM 3.64 5.70 0.12 0.34 0.80 0.25 1.50 0 0

Table I. Dry-weight percents of the various
components in the PET-TRUS-CT-MRI custom
phantom. The remaining weight percent is
deionized water, with a trace amount of
radioactive solution (18F-Fluoride or 68GeCl4).
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Multi-line Source Phantoms:

We designed a new custom Multi-line Source Phantom, which was constructed and imaged in Years 3-5 [3].
The previously described PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms had “prostate” and “pelvis” structures that simulated

511 keV (18F or 68Ge) radioactivity concentrations for PET imaging. However, our phantom does not need to
have radioactive anatomical structures, because its only purpose is to evaluate image co-registration for PET
and TRUS imaging. Hence, we instead designed a Multi-line Source Phantom specifically to assess PET-
TRUS image registration accuracy. This phantom contains a fillable tube that winds through a non-radioactive
tissue mimicking gel (Fig. 3). The tubing is distinguishable from the gel using TRUS, CT and MRI imaging, and
the tube can be filled with radioactive solution (e.g., 18F-FDG or 11C-choline) for PET imaging. This permits us
to image the cross-section of several small diameter line sources (i.e., tubes) in the new phantom with both
PET and TRUS, allowing us to fully evaluate our co-registration accuracy for PET and TRUS images (e.g.,
when following our image protocol described in Task 1e).

The phantom was constructed based on the tissue mimicking gels and construction techniques described
above [1]. A single piece of 20 ml silicon tube (with ID 5/32!, OD 7/32!) was accurately placed through a plastic
box to create four line sources that can be filled with a single injection of radioactive solution. Three of the line
sources are in a single horizontal plane in a “N” pattern. The fourth line source is within a plane angled relative
to the other three line sources (Fig. 3). Once the tube was positioned, we partially filled the container with a
non-radioactive dense gel (“Prostate TMM”) while creating a hole for the TRUS probe (Fig. 4d). This dense gel
was selected for its imaging properties and mechanical strength, since the TRUS probe can tear softer gels.
Finally, we filled the container with a second non-radioactive gel (“Pelvis TMM”) that was selected so that the
tube was distinguishable from the gel in TRUS, CT and MRI images. This phantom is reusable; we simply have
to inject new radioactive solution into the tube prior to imaging for each use. Figure 4 shows multimodality
images of this phantom, including TRUS, resliced PET, CT and MRI images. A second Multi-line Source
Phantom was also constructed and imaged, which utilized water as the second layer instead of the “Pelvis
TMM”. However, artifacts in the TRUS images due to water motion made this phantom more difficult to use. In
Year 4, an additional Multi-Line Source phantom of the 2 gel-layer design was constructed and imaged to
provide additional results for registration accuracy assessment.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Design drawing of a Multi-line Source Phantom from the (a) front and (b) side view. The plastic container has dimensions 15
cm x 15 cm x 15 cm, with a 2.5 cm diameter hole (centered 3 cm below the A-B-C plane) to allow access for the probe for TRUS
imaging. The four line sources are embedded in a “Pelvis TMM” gel. As seen in the front view, the three white-colored line sources A-B-
C are in the same horizontal plane in a N pattern with line sources A and C parallel to each other. The distance between line sources B
and A (C) varies from 6.5 cm (1.5 cm) at the front face to 1.5 cm (6.5 cm) at the back face. The fourth dark-colored line source D is
within a plane angled relative to the A-B-C plane, as seen in the side view. The distance between line sources C and D varies from 4
cm at the front face to 1.5 cm at the back face. Line sources C-D are coplanar, and the C-D plane is perpendicular to the A-B-C plane.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4 (a) Transverse TRUS image of the Multi-line Source Phantom. All 4 line sources and the probe location are visible. Phantom
imaged on a Hitachi Hi-Vision 5500 digital ultrasound system, using a B mode bi-plane TRUS probe in a linear stepper. Image slice was
acquired with the probe inserted 2.5 cm into the phantom. (b) Reconstructed, resliced transverse PET image of the phantom acquired
during the same PET-TRUS study and image slice. All 4 line sources are clearly visible. Phantom was imaged on a Siemens EXACT
HR PET scanner. (c) Fused transverse image of TRUS and resliced PET image. All 4 line sources are clearly visible for both imaging
modalities. Pixel size is 0.289 mm in both x and y direction. (d) Photograph of the Multi-line Source Phantom taken before the second
gel layer was poured. The dense gel, hole, and fillable tube are shown within the clear plastic box. (e) Transverse reconstructed MRI
T1-weighted image of the phantom. Phantom was imaged without the probe in place, using a 1.5 T Avanto Siemens MRI scanner with
a head coil and a standard MPRage brain protocol. The 4 line sources are clearly visible. (f) Transverse reconstructed CT image of the
phantom when the tube was filled with non-radioactive water without the probe in place. All 4 line sources are clearly visible. The
phantom was imaged with a Hawkeye CT scanner (140 keV; 2.5 mAmps) on a Millennium VG3 SPECT gantry and reconstructed with
filtered backprojection.

Task 2b) Attach 511 keV point source onto rear of TRUS probe. Image and reconstruct 3 point sources
using PET, then determine 3D location of TRUS probe tip relative to PET-center.
In Year 1, we determined that we do not need the 511 keV point source attached to the rear of the TRUS
probe. This point source was intended to track the TRUS probe’s rotational motion. However, Dr. Hsu only
plans to use the TRUS probe in the upright (i.e., rotational angle of 0 degrees) position based on his extensive
TRUS imaging experience. In the event that a rotational angle is needed for human subject imaging, the probe
angle is accurately known from the rotational component of the TRUS stepper (see Fig. 2b). In Years 3-5, we
also developed an alternate method to measure angular changes of the TRUS probe using an accelerometer
(see Task 2e), which could be used to measure the rotational motion of the probe if necessary. Otherwise, the
determination of the 3D location of the TRUS probe tip relative to the PET-center was described previously
under Tasks 1d and 1e.

Task 2c) Optimize PET image reconstruction and develop image display algorithms.

PET Image Reconstruction:

In Years 1 and 2, we optimized the PET image reconstruction for the prostate-optimized PET scanner. We
developed a 3D iterative penalized maximum likelihood PET reconstruction algorithm that modeled our
unusual prostate-optimized PET scanner geometry, with a pre-conditioned conjugate gradient optimization
algorithm and an improved detector efficiency and randoms estimate technique. However, personnel issues
concerning PET image reconstruction for the prostate-optimized PET scanner developed in Year 2. We are
now dependent on one person to perform this PET reconstruction, and he retired and works very limited hours
as a consultant. Hence, we proceeded with this research using the EXACT HR PET scanner instead of the
prostate-optimized PET scanner in Years 2-5. The development of dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging was not
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dependent on which PET scanner was used. As primary investigator, I trained and repeatedly used the EXACT
HR PET scanner’s commercially provided software for data acquisition and image reconstruction. Hence,
optimized PET image reconstruction software was developed for this project for both available PET scanners.

Reslicing Software:

In Years 2 and 3, we developed software to reslice transrectal ultrasound imaging data into PET coordinates or
reslice the 3D PET imaging data into TRUS coordinates. Either of these coordinate transformations are based
on our measurement of the 3D location of the TRUS probe tip in PET coordinates (calculated from the two 511
keV point source data). Although the reslicing software allows us to reslice either PET or TRUS imaging data,
we focused primarily on reslicing the PET imaging data (since this provided the best co-registered image
display). This software was used without modifications in Years 4-5. In Year 4, the scientist responsible for
reslicing the data retired, so I was trained and performed this task for the remaining time of this project.

Functional PET image information is overlaid on anatomical TRUS images with use of the following image
registration method. First, a preliminary reference position and orientation for the TRUS probe is measured
while the probe is in the PET scanner. This is accomplished by using the PET scanner to image radioactive
fiducial markers (i.e., two 511 keV point sources) attached to the TRUS probe at known positions relative to the
probe tip. Given this preliminary probe position information, the scanner table is then moved so that the TRUS
probe tip is centered in the axial field of view of the PET scanner; it is assumed that the table motion direction
is parallel to the axis of the PET scanner. PET images acquired for a phantom (or human subject) at this table
position can now be registered with TRUS images acquired by the probe. The 3D geometric relationship
between PET image pixels and TRUS image pixels is calculated based on the 511 keV point source images
and the known amount of linear table motion. The 3D position in the PET coordinates is calculated for each
TRUS pixel, and the PET image intensity at each TRUS pixel position is obtained via trilinear interpolation of
the PET images. This yields registered sets of TRUS images and (resliced) PET images that have common
pixel size and 3D pixel positions.

Image Display Software:

In Years 2 and 3, we developed the method for image display of co-registered TRUS and re-sliced PET
images. This method was used in Years 4-5 for all phantom studies. We first use ImageJ to convert a resliced
3D PET imaging volume data set into an acceptable raw data format (e.g., from 32-bit real to 16-bit integer).
We can converted PET image data sets from both the prostate-optimized PET scanner and the EXACT HR
PET scanner using this ImageJ software. The TRUS system provides the series of 2D images in an acceptable
TIFF format directly. However, we crop these images (deleting text and keeping only the image area) and
convert them into the same raw data format as the PET (e.g., 16-bit integer) using ImageJ. Once we have both
the TRUS and resliced converted PET images in acceptable formats, we use the OSIRIX software. This
software allows us to import the resliced converted PET and TRUS images separately, then create a fused
PET-TRUS image. We are able to translate (in real time) one image set relative to the other, allowing both
linear translations and rotations, but such translations are intentionally not used. We have chosen the OSIRIX
software for data fusion in part because it is free software that is readily available without a license. In the
unlikely event that OSIRIX doesn’t work well for data fusion of the human subject images, we also have a
number of commercial platforms (e.g., Occentra-MasterPlan, Nucletron, and RTT Coherence and Leonardo
Workstation), applications tools (e.g., Matlab), and alternate open source software (e.g., AMIDE) that could be
used for co-registered image display in future work.

Task 2d) Acquire TRUS and PET “prostate” image of the custom phantom.

In Year 2, we performed dual PET-TRUS imaging of two custom phantoms, following the data acquisition
imaging protocol described in Task 1e. Dual PET-TRUS data were acquired, reconstructed and fused for both
the PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom using 68GeCl4 (see Task 2a) and a modified commercial TRUS phantom
(with a fillable tube added for 18F PET imaging). These results are described in the Year 2 annual report.
However, neither of these phantoms were truly optimized for the task of evaluating PET-TRUS image
registration.
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In Years 3-5, we performed dual PET-TRUS imaging of the new Multi-line Source Phantoms (see Task 2a)
using the EXACT HR PET scanner and UCSF’s TRUS system. We performed this dual PET-TRUS imaging
protocol six times with Multi-Line Source Phantoms, filling the phantom tubing with 100 µCi – 537 µCi of new
18F solution for each dual imaging study. We acquired TRUS and PET data for each phantom during the same
imaging session, using the data collection procedure outlined previously (see Task 1e). The two 511 keV point
source PET data were reconstructed (with the optimized PET reconstruction software) and used to accurately
determine the 3D location of the TRUS probe tip in PET coordinates (with the Matlab software). The optimized
PET reconstruction software was also used to reconstruct a 3D PET imaging volume of the custom phantom.
This reconstructed 3D PET imaging volume data set was resliced into TRUS coordinates and fused with the
series of 2D TRUS images taken during the same phantom imaging session (see Task 2c). We used these
images to accurately evaluate our ability to acquire and co-register PET and TRUS images [3], prior to initiating
human subject studies, as discussed below in Task 2e.

Task 2e) Co-register the PET and TRUS phantom images, exploring how to present the dual-modality
data.

In Years 3-5, we co-registered 3D TRUS and resliced 3D PET imaging volume data sets of the Multi-Line
Source Phantoms, using the reslicing and image display software described in Task 2c. We determined that
this is the best way to present the dual-modality co-registered images, when evaluating the accuracy of
phantom image co-registration. We also contoured the series of 2D TRUS phantom images and co-registered
these contours onto the corresponding PET image planes. We will further explore this second contouring
display method for PET-TRUS images of human subjects in future work, if necessary.

In Years 3-5, we used the Multi-line Source Phantom images (see Task 2d) to more accurately evaluate our
ability to acquire and co-register PET and TRUS images. Figure 4a shows a transverse TRUS image of the
Multi-line Source Phantom that was acquired during a dual PET-TRUS imaging study. All four line sources are
clearly visible, along with dark shadows caused by each tube. The black semi-circle shows the TRUS probe
location. The white horizontal line (just above the TRUS probe) shows the transition layer between the two gels
(i.e., between the Prostate TMM and Pelvis TMM layers). Figure 4b shows the corresponding  reconstructed,
resliced transverse PET image of the phantom, acquired during the same study. The entire tube was filled with
502 µCi of [18F]FDG solution. PET data were acquired with a 10 minute transmission scan and a 30 minute
emission scan in 3-D mode. Image reconstruction was performed with attenuation and scatter correction.
Using the point source information, the 3-D volumetric PET image was then resliced into TRUS image
coordinates. The four line sources are clearly visible in the PET image, as small white-colored circles from the
18F radioactivity inside the tubes. Figure 4c shows a fused transverse image of the TRUS and resliced PET
data, demonstrating an example of our PET-TRUS image registration capability. The resliced PET image is
shown in color overlaid onto a grayscale TRUS image.

Based on these multi-line source phantom studies, our PET-TRUS registration error is 1 mm axially and 1-5
mm in the transaxial plane depending on the image study, image slice and line source measured. When
calculating our average PET-TRUS registration error, we averaged the PET-TRUS difference in line source
position (i.e., center of line source) for a 3 cm “prostate” section of all four line sources as measured during the
six multi-line source phantom studies [3]. Our average PET-TRUS registration error is –2.1 ± 1.7 mm (mean ±
standard deviation) in the x direction, 1.9 ± 1.6 mm in the y direction, and 0.6 ± 0.2 mm in the z direction (see
Fig. 4c for axes). The mean transaxial distance between the PET and TRUS line source position is 3.67 ± 0.86
mm. Hence, our transaxial PET-TRUS registration error is similar to the transaxial spatial resolution of 3.6 mm
FWHM for the Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner. Our current registration accuracy should be sufficient for the
clinical applications of detecting early recurrence and guiding prostate biopsies, but it is not sufficient for
treatment planning.

In Years 4-5, we also performed a variety of phantom, point source and mechanical tests in order to evaluate
the sources of this co-registration error. For instance, we repeatedly imaged two point sources (which were
aligned and mounted in the standard TRUS setup, Fig. 2b) as the scanner table was moved in steps, in order
to evaluate whether the table moved parallel to the axis of the scanner. Similarly, we imaged the point sources
at many stepper positions (with the table position fixed and the stepper aligned along z direction), in order to
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identify whether the mechanical stepping motion in the axial direction caused small changes in point source
locations in the transaxial plane. We also evaluated the mechanical setup, using a precision height gauge to
measure the deformation of each component (e.g., probe, point source holder, and extension plate) when a
variable force was applied at the TRUS probe transducer. As a result of our phantom, point source and
mechanical tests, we have identified a few “real world” systematic error sources for these research methods:

(1) We assumed that the TRUS probe assembly remained rigid and the probe’s angle of inclination
remained fixed while the probe was stepped during the TRUS imaging. However, the probe was
physically constrained by the phantom’s hole (i.e., “rectum”), which applied a force on the TRUS
transducer that varied with stepper position. This force caused a small change in the probe’s angle of
inclination and a slight flexing of the probe assembly components (Fig. 6a). Although the probe had only
a small deformation depending on the TRUS stepper position, the PET data were acquired at only one
stepper position. This caused an error in the PET-TRUS image registration that varied with stepper
position (i.e., image slice). Namely, line sources in the transverse resliced PET images are consistently
lower than the corresponding TRUS images by 4 ± 1 mm in the vertical direction for PET slice 19 (when
the TRUS transducer is 9.5 cm into the phantom) relative to PET slice 1 (when the TRUS transducer is
just entering the phantom), see Figure 5. More importantly, the PET images are lower than the
corresponding TRUS images by 1.3 ± 0.4 mm for slices at the edge of a “prostate” section (i.e., 3 cm
section of phantom that begins 3 cm into the phantom). These “prostate section” results are compatible
with the deformation observed in clinical prostate imaging as the probe steps through the rectum.

We have measured the angular deflection of the probe holder during phantom studies, using an
ADXL327 accelerometer with a 12 bit ADC, dithering method and non-linear regression calibration
algorithm. We have correlated these angular deflection measurements (acquired outside the subject)
with the physical deformation of the probe transducer (placed inside the subject). Hence, we can now
use external calibrated accelerometer measurements to accurately estimate the vertical displacement of
the TRUS probe transducer as a function of stepper position, with an accuracy of 0.2 mm. These
calibration measurements are based on applying a variable known force on the transducer, so they are
applicable to both phantom and human subject studies. Therefore, we can correct for this known
systematic error during future human subject studies, utilizing this information when resampling the PET
data into TRUS coordinates.

(2) The fiducial point sources are far from the TRUS transducer because we do not want to insert the point
sources inside the subject (see Fig. 2b). As a result, an error of <1 mm in measuring their location
caused a PET-TRUS image registration error of up to 2 mm. In addition, this required the PET scan of
the point sources to be acquired at a different table position than the phantom. It is assumed that the
table motion direction is parallel to the axis of the PET scanner and that the table does not deflect, but
the table motion of the PET scanner may not be level or rigid to our required precision. We found that the
table re-positioning caused the point source locations to move slightly, causing a registration error of up
to 1 mm in the transaxial plane. If necessary, we could develop an alternate radioactive source that can
be inserted into the channel within the TRUS probe which is designed for a biopsy needle (Fig. 6b). This
radioactive needle source would consist of three custom 22Na-tungsten PET radioactive seeds that are
spaced within a small-diameter non-radiopaque needle. However, we did not have sufficient funds
remaining to purchase these custom radioactive seeds for this project.

(3) The TRUS probe-stepper unit is mounted onto a long extension plate that attaches to the stabilizer arm
(Fig. 2). This plate creates some probe vibration and component flexing. Ideally, we would use an
entirely new stabilizer arm that can fit through the scanner bore. This would allow for easier dual TRUS-
PET imaging using commercial PET-CT scanners with long scanner bores. However, this task was
beyond the resources for this project.

(4) Determination of the line source position in the TRUS images can be challenging and a source of error
(Fig. 4a). In Year 3, we developed a more rigorous method for this localization. We now determine the
center of each line source in a 2-D TRUS image with an automated method that: (1) calculates the sum
of the pixel value along the radius (for a selected range of radius), (2) calculates the derivative of the sum
and determines the two boundary angles ("1 and "2) with peak sum values, (3) calculates the sum pixel
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value along the arc with different R and finds the position R0 of local minimum, and (4) calculates the
center of the tube as (("1+"2)/2,R0). In Years 3-5, we used this automated algorithm to determine the
line source locations in every 2-D TRUS image, for improved evaluation of the PET-TRUS co-
registration.

(a)                                     Image Slice 1 (b)                       Image Slice 19

Fig. 5 Fused transverse TRUS image and resliced PET image of a Multi-line Source Phantom. All 4 line sources are clearly visible for
both imaging modalities. Phantom was imaged as described above in Task 2e. The pixel size in these images are 0.289 mm in both
the x and y direction. (a) Fused PET-TRUS image slice 1, which was acquired just inside the container at the end closest to the point
sources (Figs. 2b and 4d). (b) Slice 19, acquired away from the point sources near the center of the phantom.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 (a) Simplified drawing of the TRUS-PET setup, showing current and proposed future radioactive source placement. Drawing also
indicates the components that are flexing, the accelerometer position, and the angle of inclination. (b) Saggital reconstructed CT image
of the TRUS probe partially inserted into the Multi-line Source Phantom, showing the asymmetric internal structure of the probe
(including the dark channel where the radioactive needle source could be inserted).

Task 3: Validate our ability to position human subjects in the PET scanner and to acquire co-registered
PET and TRUS images.

Task 3a) Write human subjects protocol, and get approval from LBNL, UCSF and DOD.

In Year 1, initial human subject approval was received ahead of schedule. This was updated and renewed in
Years 2-3, primarily to allow the use of the EXACT HR PET scanner and to add personnel. In Year 4, further
modifications to the human subjects documentation were approved to: (1) include alternate personnel for
catheter insertion and radiopharmaceutical injection, (2) update the contact phone number on the recruitment
flyer, and (3) allow $100 compensation per subject for his time, effort and local travel expenses. We are
currently approved to perform human subjects studies through January 2012 using either available PET
scanner.

Task 3b) Recruit 10 human subjects with confirmed prostate cancer.

We initiated human subject recruitment at UCSF, without success. In order to facilitate recruitment, the human
subjects protocol was modified in Year 4 to provide subjects $100 reimbursement for their time, effort and
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travel expenses. In addition, more aggressive subject recruitment at UCSF Comprehensive Cancer Center was
initiated, including emails to all UCSF prostate cancer physicians alerting them of our subject recruitment and
subject criteria.

Task 3c) Perform human subject studies with TRUS system and PET scanner (using 11C choline)
during the same exam.

Human subject studies were not performed. No suitable human subjects were recruited for this study, despite
aggressive attempts to do so through UCSF. For future human subject studies, recruitment will also be initiated
through physicians at hospitals and clinics other than UCSF (as allowed by a revised protocol). However,
extensive additional phantom studies (beyond those initially proposed) were performed in order to improve
PET-TRUS prostate image registration, in anticipation of human subject studies performed in future work.

Task 3d) Reconstruct PET images, identify 3D contours from TRUS images, and co-register.

Human subject studies were not performed. However, image reconstruction, contouring, and registration is
discussed in Task 2e for phantoms.

Task 3e) Optimize image co-registration.

Human subject studies were not performed. However, optimization of image co-registration for phantoms is
discussed in Task 2e.

Key Research Accomplishments
Our key research accomplishments for this project are summarized as follows:

Task 1: We developed hardware and software tools to position the prostate at the center of a PET scanner (for
the LBNL prostate-optimized and Siemens EXACT HR PET scanners) with 1 mm accuracy.

Task 2: We developed and imaged novel Multi-line Source Phantoms, consisting of a single fillable tube that
winds through a non-radioactive tissue mimicking gel. These phantoms were specifically designed to evaluate
our ability to acquire and co-register PET-TRUS images, but these phantoms have many applications beyond
the scope of this project.

We performed repeated dual PET-TRUS imaging studies with the custom Multi-line Source Phantoms and
evaluated our PET-TRUS co-registration error. Our average PET-TRUS registration error is –2.1 ± 1.7 mm
(mean ± standard deviation) in the x direction, 1.9 ± 1.6 mm in the y direction, and 0.6 ± 0.2 mm in the z
direction. Our current registration accuracy should be sufficient for clinical applications, such as detecting early
recurrence and guiding prostate biopsies.

We performed various additional tests in order to (1) identify our sources of PET-TRUS co-registration error
and (2) investigate how to reduce the co-registration error. For instance, we built improved accelerometer
instrumentation and used it to measure TRUS probe motion (i.e., a small change in the probe’s angle of
inclination as the probe is stepped during TRUS imaging). We also used a precision height gauge to measure
the deformation of each component (probe, point source holder and extension plate) when a variable force was
applied at the TRUS probe transducer. As a result of correlating these measurements, we can now use
external calibrated accelerometer measurements to accurately estimate TRUS probe displacement during a
phantom or human subject study, and this will allow us to correct for this known systematic error in future work.

Task 3: We modified our human subjects documentation to facilitate subject recruitment (e.g., provide
compensation of $100 per subject) and instigated more aggressive subject recruitment at UCSF
Comprehensive Cancer Center. However, we were unable to recruit a suitable human subject in time.
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Conclusions
We fully developed a working PET-TRUS imaging system that utilizes either the prostate-optimized PET
scanner or the Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner for our dual-modality prostate imaging studies. We have the
necessary software to: (1) determine point source locations and calculate the 3D geometric relationship
between PET image pixels and TRUS image pixels, (2) position a prostate at the PET-center, (3) reconstruct
PET data, (4) reslice PET imaging data (into TRUS coordinates), and (5) display co-registered resliced PET -
TRUS images.

We developed novel PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms and performed dual PET-TRUS imaging studies with
them. In particular, we performed dual-modality imaging studies with our custom Multi-line Source Phantoms
and evaluated our ability to acquire and co-register PET-TRUS images. Based on these phantom imaging
studies, our average PET-TRUS registration error is –2.1 ± 1.7 mm (mean ± standard deviation) in the x
direction, 1.9 ± 1.6 mm in the y direction, and 0.6 ± 0.2 mm in the z direction. The mean transaxial distance
between the PET and TRUS line source position is 3.67 ± 0.86 mm. Hence, our transaxial PET-TRUS
registration error is similar to the transaxial spatial resolution of 3.6 mm FWHM for the Siemens EXACT HR
PET scanner. Our current registration accuracy should be sufficient for the clinical applications of detecting
early recurrence and guiding prostate biopsies, but it may not be sufficient for treatment planning.

We also performed various phantom, point source and mechanical tests to fully investigate our PET-TRUS
registration accuracy. Our overall registration error includes a systematic error in the vertical direction of 1.3 ±
0.4 mm due to mechanical effects as the probe is inserted and stepped into the phantom (or subject). Using
external accelerometer measurements, we can accurately estimate and correct this vertical deformation of the
TRUS probe transducer as a function of stepper position. This information can be utilized when resampling the
PET data into TRUS coordinates, thereby reducing the overall registration error. We will perform this correction
for human subject studies in future work.

Based on our results, our dual PET-TRUS imaging still appears to be a promising new technology for prostate
imaging. Accurately co-registered PET and TRUS images should accurately guide subsequent diagnosis and
treatment procedures. For instance, dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging could be used to: (1) increase the
diagnostic accuracy of biopsy, (2) determine where higher dose is needed for external beam irradiation and
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brachytherapy treatment, and (3) detect early failure response to external beam irradiation, brachytherapy,
prostatectomy, or androgen ablation.
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TECHNICAL ABSTRACT 
Background: It is critical to develop a new imaging technology that can distinguish between indolent and 
aggressive prostate cancer, in order to improve the diagnostic accuracy of biopsies and guide treatment 
planning. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging is a standard anatomical imaging technique widely used for 
prostate cancer diagnosis, biopsy guidance, treatment planning and brachytherapy seed placement. Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET) is a sensitive and specific functional imaging technique that can identify 
biochemical states associated with prostate cancer using newly developed radiopharmaceuticals, as well as 
determine the aggressiveness of the cancerous tumors based on the metabolic uptake levels. Recent advances in 
PET technology have improved the diagnostic performance (e.g., new clinical PET scanners have a spatial 
resolution ~3 mm). Hence, we believe that merging these prostate-imaging technologies will have a significant 
clinical impact, once techniques for accurate TRUS-PET image registration have been fully developed. This 
multimodality prostate imaging will help identify both the location and aggressiveness of prostate cancer. 
Objective: The goal of this project is to develop TRUS-PET-CT prostate imaging and evaluate the technology 
with initial human subjects. We will acquire high-resolution anatomical detail from TRUS imaging that is 
accurately registered with the sensitive metabolic information from PET. The low dose X-ray computed 
tomography (CT) will be used for improved PET image reconstruction and TRUS-PET image registration. The 
tools and protocols developed in this project are necessary for future clinical prostate cancer research. 
Specific Aims: The aims of this project focus on developing hardware and software tools: (1) to comfortably 
position the TRUS probe inside a subject using a TRUS controller that can move with the subject through a 
PET-CT scanner bore, (2) to develop a method to acquire and accurately register 3-D volumetric TRUS, PET 
and CT images using phantom studies, and (3) to evaluate this registration method with TRUS-PET-CT human 
subject studies. Our goal is to acquire and register TRUS-PET prostate images with 2 mm accuracy.  
Study Design: We will perform multimodality prostate imaging sequentially during the same imaging session 
in the order of: TRUS, low dose CT and PET. The subject will remain in the same position with the TRUS 
probe in place for all imaging, since the TRUS probe significantly distorts the local anatomy. The PET-CT 
images are already routinely co-registered, so the critical task is to register the TRUS images to either the CT or 
PET images. We will explore two methods for doing this: (1) using CT to determine the position of the TRUS 
probe and (2) using PET to find the position of 22Na radioactive seeds that are inserted at a known location 
inside the TRUS probe (via the hollow channel that is designed for a biopsy needle). Since the position of the 
TRUS images is well known with respect to the physical position of the probe, this gives sufficient information 
for image registration. We will quantitatively evaluate these two methods by performing phantom studies, using 
custom phantoms designed to test TRUS-PET-CT image registration accuracy, and will select the best method. 
We will then perform initial human subject studies in order to identify issues that would affect the clinical 
utility of the techniques. Subjects will have prostate cancer that has been confirmed by biopsy. Each subject will 
participate in our study after standard gold radiopaque markers have been implanted into his prostate in 
preparation for his radiation therapy. These gold fiducial markers will be used to evaluate our multimodality 
image registration accuracy. 
Innovation: This project is novel because it integrates new clinical PET-CT and TRUS technologies for the 
first time. PET is fundamentally different than most imaging technologies currently used for prostate cancer 
detection, because it is based on metabolic function (e.g., whether or not radiopharmaceutical is taken up by the 
prostate tumors and at what level) rather than anatomical structure (e.g., whether or not a lesion is observed 
using CT or TRUS imaging, which may not be cancerous). We will perform novel functional PET imaging 
using [11C]choline. We will also acquire anatomical imaging using TRUS and CT during the same imaging 
session, allowing for accurate TRUS-PET image registration. Hence, we will develop a unique diagnostic 
imaging tool to identify the location and aggressiveness of prostate cancer tumors. 
Impact: TRUS-PET-CT imaging will help localize prostate cancer tumors and distinguish between indolent 
and aggressive disease. As a result, this multimodality prostate imaging technology can be used to improve 
many aspects of prostate cancer detection and management, such as (1) guiding biopsy to increase its diagnostic 
accuracy, (2) targeting where higher dose is needed for external beam radiotherapy and brachytherapy 
treatment, and (3) monitoring and predicting response to therapy. 
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Abstract—Multimodality imaging has an increasing role in the
management of a large number of diseases, particularly if both
functional and structural information are acquired and accurately
registered. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging is currently
an integral part of prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment
procedures, providing high-resolution anatomical detail of the
prostate region. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging
with -choline is a sensitive functional imaging technique that
can identify biochemical states associated with prostate cancer.
We believe that merging these prostate imaging technologies will
help identify the location and aggressiveness of prostate cancer.
We envision using dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging to guide
biopsy, guide treatment procedures, and detect local recurrence
earlier than is currently possible. Hence, we have developed a
dual PET-TRUS prostate imaging system and protocol designed
to allow accurate 3-D image registration. We have evaluated this
PET-TRUS system by performing dual PET-TRUS imaging of
custom phantoms. We describe here our dual-modality imaging
system, custom phantoms and phantom study results. We also
discuss our investigation of the PET-TRUS registration accuracy.
We measure an average PET-TRUS registration error for our
phantom studies of in the x direction,
in the y direction, and in the z direction. This
registration accuracy is sufficient for some clinical applications
such as biopsy guidance and early detection of recurrence.

Index Terms—Cancer, image registration, positron emission to-
mography, ultrasound.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTIMODALITY imaging plays an increasingly im-
portant role in the management of a large number of dis-

eases. Combining modalities that provide both functional and
structural information is particularly important. For instance,
functional information can be acquired with single photon emis-
sion computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
whereas anatomical information can be acquired using x-ray
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computed tomography (CT), ultrasound (US) or magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI).

Combining PET and CT has recently revolutionized the role
of imaging in the management of many types of cancer. How-
ever, PET-CT imaging is not the preferred modality combina-
tion for all cancers. For instance, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)
imaging is an integral part of diagnosis and treatment proce-
dures for prostate cancer [1]. Transrectal ultrasound provides
good anatomical detail of the prostate region and accurately
measures the prostate volume, whereas CT has poor contrast
for soft-tissue (like the prostate) and it over-estimates prostate
volume [2]–[4].

TRUS is the anatomical imaging modality of choice for most
prostate cancer clinicians. PET with is a sensi-
tive functional imaging technique that can identify biochem-
ical states associated with prostate cancer. Hence, we believe
that imaging the prostate using a dual PET-TRUS system will
help determine the location and aggressiveness of cancer within
the prostate region. We envision that dual PET-TRUS prostate
imaging could be used to guide biopsy, guide treatment proce-
dures, and detect local recurrence earlier than is currently pos-
sible. We estimate that the clinical applications of biopsy guid-
ance and detection of local recurrence both require a PET-TRUS
registration accuracy of 5 mm or less [5], whereas treatment
guidance (e.g., radiation therapy or brachytherapy planning) re-
quires a PET-TRUS registration accuracy of 2-3 mm [6], [7].

Therefore, we have developed a dual imaging system that
acquires PET and TRUS data sets during the same imaging
session, using methods that should allow us to accurately reg-
ister these 3-D volumetric images. PET-TRUS image registra-
tion based on prostate image features is inaccurate, since few
anatomical features are seen in the PET images. Our image reg-
istration method instead depends on precisely determining the
mechanical location and orientation of the TRUS probe within
the PET scanner directly, by performing an additional fast PET
scan of fiducial 511 keV point sources that determine the probe
position. In order to evaluate our PET-TRUS image registra-
tion accuracy (prior to human subject studies), we have per-
formed dual PET-TRUS imaging studies of custom phantoms.
This paper describes our dual PET-TRUS system and presents
our phantom study results.

II. PROSTATE IMAGING WITH NUCLEAR MEDICINE

Currently the functional imaging technique most commonly
used for prostate cancer is SPECT imaging,
which is generally indicated for patients suspected of residual
or recurrent disease following treatment and for patients sus-
pected of metastatic disease. However, interpretation of these

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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SPECT images is challenging because the radiopharmaceutical
demonstrates nonspecific uptake in the normal vasculature,
bowel, bone marrow, and prostate gland [8].

PET was not commonly used for prostate imaging in the
past, because the standard radiotracer
(FDG) is not very specific and bladder accumulation of this
radiopharmaceutical often obscures prostate tumors [9]–[11].
However, newly developed PET radiopharmaceuticals have
demonstrated outstanding results in the sensitive detection of
prostate cancer. Hara and co-workers find that:
clears the blood quickly; its uptake in prostate tumors provides
excellent tumor/normal contrast; and bladder accumulation is
minimal [12]. Therefore, is an attractive PET ra-
diopharmaceutical for detecting prostate tumors and following
treatment efficacy [13]–[28].

Several other radiopharmaceuticals are also under
investigation, including [27], [29], [31] and

[32]–[35]. There are also several ra-
diopharmaceuticals currently under investigation for prostate
cancer imaging that are expected to have increased commercial
viability, including [36]–[40],

-fluoro- -dihydrotestosterone
[41], [42], and anti-1-amino-3- -fluorocyclobutane-1-car-
boxylic acid (anti- -FACBC) [43], [44].

Many clinical trials are currently investigating the potential
role of PET imaging for initial diagnosis, staging and restaging
of prostate cancer. PET imaging with choline and acetate radio-
pharmaceuticals may be helpful in initial diagnosis and staging,
but so far clinical findings have been mixed. Sensitivity ap-
pears to depend on other factors–such as PSA level and PSA
doubling time–that need to be defined [20], [24], [26], [27]. In
some cases clinical findings have also been confused by the at-
tempt to find tumors that are smaller than the spatial resolution
of their PET scanner. However, PET imaging with
or has already proven to be a sensitive and accurate
imaging technique for restaging and identifying the site of recur-
rence. It is being increasingly used in many centers in Europe
and Japan [22], [24], [25], [28]. PET imaging using more novel
radiopharmaceuticals may ultimately prove better at detecting
primary cancer. Fortunately, our development of PET-TRUS
prostate imaging is not dependent on the specific choice of PET
radiopharmaceutical. We are planning to use for
our human subject studies, but alternate radiopharmaceuticals
could be used instead (depending on the clinical application).

The phantom study results presented in this paper are based
on dual PET-TRUS imaging using a Siemens EXACT HR PET
scanner. The Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner has a transaxial
spatial resolution that varies from 3.6 mm full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) at the center to 4.5 mm FWHM tangentially and
7.4 mm FWHM radially at a radius of 20 cm [45].

III. TRANSRECTAL ULTRASOUND IMAGING

Transrectal ultrasound imaging of the prostate is a standard
imaging technique widely used for prostate cancer diagnosis,
biopsy guidance, treatment planning, brachytherapy seed place-
ment, high dose rate brachytherapy, and transurethral resection
of the prostate. The probe is relatively small (2 cm diameter)

Fig. 1. Transrectal ultrasound probe is attached to a calibrated stepper and a
series of 2-D TRUS images are taken as the probe is stepped past the prostate.
These 2-D images are then used to reconstruct a single 3-D image.

and generally well tolerated by patients. A volumetric 3-D re-
constructed TRUS image of the prostate is generated using a
series of 2-D TRUS images. Such 3-D images are currently
used to determine the prostate volume and calculate dose for
brachytherapy planning [2]–[4], [46].

The transrectal probe is rigidly attached to the table through a
calibrated linear stepper that allows displacement along its axis.
Ultrasound images in the transverse plane (i.e.,perpendicular to
the probe axis) are acquired from base to apex of the prostate. A
complete 3-D TRUS image of the prostate, urethra and rectum
wall is then reconstructed using a series of 2-D images taken
with this step and shoot protocol. Fig. 1 shows a drawing of the
TRUS unit with the probe inserted in a patient, as well as a 2-D
transverse ultrasound image and the prostate contours from a
3-D reconstruction. The TRUS system provides high-resolution,
volumetric images of the prostate region.

The data presented in this paper were acquired using a Hi-
tachi Hi-Vision 5500 digital ultrasound system, using a B mode
bi-plane TRUS probe in an EXII classic stepper with a Micro-
Touch LP controller. Some modifications were made to these
commercial devices, as discussed in Section V. TRUS imaging
was performed with a frequency of 9 MHz, an axial distance of
5 mm between 2-D acquisitions, and a transaxial pixel size of
0.2887 mm.

IV. CUSTOM PET-TRUS-CT-MRI PHANTOMS

Since phantoms for PET-TRUS imaging are not commer-
cially available, we have developed custom PET-TRUS prostate
phantoms with structures that simulate the acoustical properties
for TRUS and 511 keV activity concentrations for PET. In
addition, we have developed custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
phantoms with structures that also simulate the nuclear magne-
tization for MRI and radiographic density for CT. Our phantom
development, including multimodality images of the phantoms,
is described in detail in [47]. We constructed these phantoms
using tissue-mimicking mixtures (TMMs) of agar, gelatin,

, EDTA-tetra Na Hydrate, NaCl, formalin,
Germall-Plus™, glass beads, , radioactive solution
( -water or ), and deionized water (Table I). The
imaging and mechanical properties of these phantoms were
stable when stored at room temperature (for over a year). These
phantoms were useful for investigating multimodality imaging,
particularly since they were comprised of tissue mimicking
materials. However, their simple two region ( ., “Prostate
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TABLE I
DRY-WEIGHT PERCENTS OF COMPONENTS IN THE PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
CUSTOM PHANTOM GELS. REMAINING WEIGHT PERCENT IS DEIONIZED

WATER WITH A TRACE AMOUNT OF RADIOACTIVITY

TMM” and “Pelvis TMM”) geometry was not ideal for evalua-
tion of multimodality image registration. Hence, we have also
developed a multi-line source phantom that was specifically
designed to assess PET-TRUS-CT-MRI image registration
accuracy.

Our multi-line source phantom contains a fillable tube that
winds through a non-radioactive tissue mimicking gel. The
tube is distinguishable from the gel using TRUS, CT and MRI
imaging, and the tube can be filled with radioactive solution
(e.g., , , or pertech-
netate) for PET or SPECT imaging (Figs. 2–4). The phantom
was constructed based on the tissue mimicking gels and con-
struction techniques developed previously [47]. A single 20
ml long piece of silicon tube (with inner diameter 5/32”, outer
diameter 7/32”) was accurately placed through a plastic box to
create four line sources that can be filled with a single injection
of radioactive solution (Fig. 2). Three of the line sources are in a
single horizontal plane in an “N” pattern. The fourth line source
is within a plane angled relative to the other three line sources.
Once the tube was positioned, we partially filled the container
with a non-radioactive dense gel (Prostate TMM) while cre-
ating a hole for the TRUS probe (Fig. 2(a)). This dense gel was
selected for its imaging properties and mechanical strength,
since the TRUS probe can tear softer gels. Finally, we filled
the container with a second non-radioactive gel (Pelvis TMM)
that was selected so that the tube was distinguishable from the
gel in TRUS, CT and MRI images. This phantom is reusable;
we simply have to inject new radioactive solution into the tube
prior to imaging for each use. Figs. 3 and 4 show multimodality
images of this phantom, including TRUS, resampled PET, CT
and MRI images. These PET and TRUS images are discussed
further in Section VI.

These multi-line source phantoms were only used to assess
our multimodality image registration accuracy. The phantom
images are not necessarily representative of human subject
imaging, in terms of parameters such as tumor-to-background
uptake or anatomy.

V. DUAL PET-TRUS PROSTATE IMAGING

Accurate positioning of the TRUS probe inside a phantom (or
human) subject utilizes two main mechanical units–a manual
stepper and a controller. The probe is rigidly attached to a cali-
brated stepper that allows both linear displacement along its axis
and angular rotation about its axis. For instance, the stepper is
used to linearly displace the probe along its axis in steps past

Fig. 2. Photograph of a multi-line source phantom, taken before the second gel
layer was poured so the tube is visible. The dense gel, probe hole, and fillable
tube are shown within the clear plastic box. The phantom is shown from the (a)
front and (b) side. The dimensions of the plastic box are

. (c) Simplified mechanical drawing of the phantom. Line sources A-B-C
are coplanar, forming an N pattern. Line sources A and C are parallel to each
other (and 3.5 cm from the nearest vertical plastic wall). The distance between
line sources B and A (C) varies from 6.5 cm (1.5 cm) at the front face to 1.5 cm
(6.5 cm) at the back face. Line sources C-D are coplanar, and the C-D plane is
perpendicular to the A-B-C plane. Line source D is angled relative to the A-B-C
plane. The distance between line sources C and D varies from 4 cm at the front
face to 1.5 cm at the back face. The hole for the TRUS probe is centered 3 cm
below the A-B-C plane.

the prostate, when acquiring a series of 2-D TRUS images in the
transverse plane (Fig. 1). The probe-stepper unit is mounted on
to a controller that is rigidly attached to the scanner table (Fig.
5(a)). The controller moves to allow freehand positioning of the
probe inside the subject, then the controller is locked to fix the
stepper-base location for the multimodality imaging study. This
standard commercial TRUS probe-stepper-controller unit was
modified for our dual PET-TRUS imaging. Our probe-stepper
unit was mounted onto a long extension plate that attached to
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Fig. 3. (a) Transverse TRUS image of a multi-line source phantom, acquired
during a dual PET-TRUS study. All 4 line sources are visible. Phantom was
imaged on a Hitachi Hi-Vision 5500 digital ultrasound system, using a B mode
bi-plane TRUS probe in a linear stepper. Image slice was acquired with the probe
inserted 2.5 cm into the phantom. (b) Reconstructed, resampled transverse PET
image of the phantom from data acquired during the same dual PET-TRUS study
and image slice as Fig. 3(a). All 4 line sources are clearly visible as white circles.
Phantom was imaged on a Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner.

the controller, which in turn was attached to the end of the table.
This extra plate was needed to allow the TRUS probe to be im-
aged near the center of the PET scanner, due to the scanner bore
length.

Our methods for PET-TRUS image registration depend on
precisely determining the location and orientation of the TRUS
probe within the PET scanner directly, by PET scanning fidu-
cial 511 keV point sources that determined the TRUS probe po-
sition. Hence, we further modified the TRUS system, mounting
two PET point sources at known locations with respect to
the TRUS transducer. These two point sources were placed in
a holder that was attached to the TRUS stepper, so the point
sources accurately defined the axial line of the probe. Fig. 5
shows the point source holder and point sources used in the
dual PET-TRUS image studies, as well as the stepper-controller
mechanical setup. We originally planned to attach a third
point source at the rear of the probe (placed off the axis de-
fined by the first two point sources) in order to define the probe
rotation. However, this proved to be an impractical design for
human subjects so the third point source was removed. We in-
stead investigated measuring possible rotational motion using
an ADXL327 accelerometer [48], as discussed below.

During a dual PET-TRUS study, the phantom was positioned
on the table. The TRUS probe with stepper was mounted onto
the controller that was attached to the table. The holder with
point sources was attached to the stepper. The controller was
moved to position the probe inside the phantom, then its posi-
tion was fixed. A series of 2-D TRUS images in the transverse

Fig. 4. (a) Transverse reconstructed MRI T1-weighted image of the multi-line
source phantom. Phantom was imaged without the probe in place, using a 1.5
T Avanto Siemens MRI scanner with a head coil and a standard MPRage brain
protocol. The 4 line sources are clearly visible. (b) Transverse reconstructed CT
image of the phantom without the probe in place, when the tube was filled with
non-radioactive water. All 4 line sources are clearly visible. The phantom was
imaged with a Hawkeye CT scanner (140 keV; 2.5 mAmps) on a Millennium
VG3 SPECT gantry and reconstructed with filtered backprojection.

plane were acquired every 5 mm using the mechanical linear
stepper, then the transducer was re-positioned at the center of
the “prostate.” For phantom studies, the center of the phantom
was used to represent the position for “prostate” imaging. The
phantom was left in this position with the probe in place for the
subsequent PET scans, since the TRUS probe significantly dis-
torts the local anatomy. The table was moved so the two point
sources were visually positioned in the PET scanner and PET
data were acquired for 2 minutes. For image registration, these
point source PET data were reconstructed after the study. We
then removed the point sources, moved the table so the trans-
ducer (and hence “prostate”) was visually centered in the PET
scanner, injected a radiopharmaceutical into the phantom, and
acquired PET imaging data of the phantom.

The PET point source data were reconstructed using either
a backprojection or iterative OSEM algorithm without attenua-
tion correction. The 3-D location of each point source in the re-
sulting volumetric PET image was determined by fitting a 3-D
Gaussian to the reconstructed intensity distribution of each point
source. Given the known position of the TRUS transducer rel-
ative to the point sources, this provides nearly enough infor-
mation to determine the position and orientation of the TRUS
image planes. There is still ambiguity from the rotation of the
TRUS image about the long axis of the probe. However, the
dual PET-TRUS studies presented here acquired data with the
stepper in a nearly level position (i.e., rotational angle of zero),
in agreement with our clinical TRUS imaging experience with
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Fig. 5. (a) Photograph of the dual PET-TRUS system using the EXACT HR
PET scanner. (b) Photograph close-up of the TRUS ultrasound probe and point
source holder. Two point sources, mounted on the holder, are used to
measure the position of the axial line of the TRUS probe. The point source holder
is mounted on the stepper.

humans. This provides sufficient information for image regis-
tration, since the probe is rigidly mounted on the stepper and its
position relative to the stepper is tracked.

The PET phantom data were reconstructed using an iterative
OSEM reconstruction algorithm with attenuation and scatter
correction. The 3-D geometric relationship between PET image
pixels and TRUS image pixels was calculated based on the 511
keV point source images and the known amount of linear table
motion. The 3-D position in the PET coordinates was calcu-
lated for each TRUS pixel, and the PET image intensity at each
TRUS pixel position was obtained via trilinear interpolation of
the PET images. This yielded registered sets of TRUS images
and resampled PET images with common pixel size and 3-D
pixel positions. The actual image fusion was performed using
OSIRIX [49] software, without any linear or rotational transla-
tion between the two image sets.

As Figs. 3 and 6 demonstrate, accurately determining the 3-D
location of the line sources in the TRUS images can be chal-
lenging. We determined the center of each line source in a 2-D
TRUS image with an automated method that: (1) calculated the
sum of the pixel value along the radius (for a selected range of
radius), (2) calculated the derivative of the sum and determined
the two boundary angles ( and ) with peak sum values, (3)
calculated the sum pixel value along the arc with different R and
found the position R0 of local minimum, and (4) calculated the
center of the tube as . We used this automated
algorithm to determine the line source locations in every 2-D
TRUS image, for evaluation of the PET-TRUS registration.

Fig. 6. Fused transverse TRUS image and resampled PET image of a multi-line
source phantom. All 4 line sources are clearly visible for both imaging modali-
ties. Pixel size is 0.289 mm in both the x and y direction. Fused image slice was
acquired with the probe inserted 2.5 cm into the phantom (same as Figs. 3).

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We performed dual PET-TRUS imaging of the multi-line
source phantoms described in Section IV, following the pro-
tocol outlined in Section V. Fig. 3(a) shows a transverse TRUS
image of the multi-line source phantom that was acquired
during a dual PET-TRUS imaging study. All line sources are
clearly visible, along with dark shadows caused by each tube.
The black semi-circle at the bottom of the image shows the
location of the probe. The white horizontal line (just above the
probe) shows the transition layer between the two gels. Fig. 3(b)
shows a reconstructed, resampled transverse PET image of the
phantom that was acquired during the same study and phantom
location. The entire tube was filled with of
solution. PET data were acquired with a 10 minute transmission
scan and a 30 minute emission scan in 3-D mode. Iterative
OSEM image reconstruction was performed with attenuation
and scatter correction. Using the point source information, the
3-D volumetric PET image was then resampled into TRUS
image coordinates. Fig. 6 shows a fused transverse image of
TRUS and resampled PET data from the same phantom study
as Fig. 3, demonstrating our PET-TRUS image registration
capability. The resampled PET image is shown in color overlaid
onto a grayscale TRUS image.

We performed six multi-line source phantom studies. We in-
jected between to of into the 20 ml
tube for each study. This radioactivity concentration was sig-
nificantly higher than what is expected in human PET imaging,
but the phantom imaging was solely used to assess the registra-
tion accuracy. The phantom (or subject) images were not used
for image registration. Registration with our imaging protocol
instead utilized the fidicual point source PET images. We used

point sources with a source strength between to
for our phantom studies, which were sufficient for use

in future human subject studies.
Based on these multi-line source phantom studies, our PET-

TRUS registration error is 1 mm axially and 1–5 mm in the
transaxial plane depending on the image study, image slice and
line source measured. When calculating our average PET-TRUS
registration error, we averaged the PET-TRUS difference in line
source position (i.e., center of line source) for a 3 cm “prostate”
section of all four line sources as measured during six multi-line
source phantom studies. The PET-TRUS registration error is
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(mean standard deviation) in the x direction,
in the y direction, and in the z direc-

tion (see Fig. 6 for axes). The mean transaxial distance between
the PET and TRUS line source position is .
Hence, our transaxial PET-TRUS registration error is similar
to the transaxial spatial resolution of 3.6 mm FWHM for the
Siemens EXACT HR PET scanner. Our current registration ac-
curacy should be sufficient for the clinical applications of de-
tecting early recurrence and guiding prostate biopsies, but it is
not sufficient for treatment planning [6], [7].

We performed a variety of point source and phantom tests
in order to evaluate the causes of this PET-TRUS registration
error. For instance, we repeatedly imaged two point sources
(which were aligned and mounted in the standard TRUS setup,
Fig. 5(b) as the scanner table was moved in steps, in order
to evaluate whether the table moved parallel to the axis of
the scanner. Similarly, we imaged the point sources at many
stepper positions (with the table position fixed and the stepper
aligned along z direction), in order to identify whether the
mechanical stepping motion in the axial direction caused small
changes in point source locations in the transaxial plane. We
also evaluated the mechanical setup, using a precision height
gauge to measure the deformation of each component (e.g.,
probe, point source holder, and extension plate) when a variable
force was applied at the TRUS probe transducer. As a result
of our phantom, point source and mechanical tests, we have
identified a few “real world” systematic error sources for these
research methods.

Firstly, we assumed that the TRUS probe assembly remained
rigid and the probe’s angle of inclination remained fixed while
the probe was stepped during the TRUS imaging. However, the
probe was physically constrained by the phantom’s hole (i.e.,
“rectum”), which applied a force on the TRUS transducer that
varied with stepper position. This force caused a small change in
the probe’s angle of inclination and a slight flexing of the probe
assembly components. Although the probe had only a small de-
formation depending on the TRUS stepper position, the PET
data were acquired at only one stepper position. This caused
an error in the PET-TRUS image registration that varied with
stepper position (i.e., image slice). Namely, line sources in the
transverse resampled PET images are consistently lower than
the corresponding TRUS images by in the vertical
direction for PET slice 19 (when the TRUS transducer is 9.5 cm
into the phantom) relative to PET slice 1 (when the TRUS trans-
ducer is just entering the phantom). Similarly, the PET images
are lower than the corresponding TRUS images by
for slices at the edge of a “prostate” section (i.e., 3 cm section
of phantom that begins 3 cm into the phantom). These “prostate
section” results are compatible with the deformation observed in
clinical prostate imaging as the probe steps through the rectum
[5].

We have measured the angular deflection of the probe holder
during phantom studies, using an ADXL327 accelerometer with
a 12 bit ADC, dithering method and non-linear regression cal-
ibration algorithm. We have correlated these angular deflection
measurements (acquired outside the subject) with the physical
deformation of the probe transducer (placed inside the subject).
Hence, we can now use external calibrated accelerometer mea-

surements to accurately estimate the vertical displacement of the
TRUS probe transducer as a function of stepper position, with
an accuracy of 0.2 mm. These calibration measurements are
based on applying a variable known force on the transducer, so
they are applicable to both phantom and human subject studies.
Therefore, we can correct for this known systematic error during
human subject studies, utilizing this information when resam-
pling the PET data into TRUS coordinates.

Secondly, the fiducial point sources are far from the TRUS
transducer because we do not want to insert the point sources in-
side the subject (see Fig. 5(b)). As a result, an error of
in measuring their location caused a PET-TRUS image regis-
tration error of up to 2 mm. In addition, this required the PET
scan of the point sources to be acquired at a different table po-
sition than the phantom. It is assumed that the table motion di-
rection is parallel to the axis of the PET scanner and that the
table does not deflect, but the table motion of the PET scanner
may not be level or rigid to our required precision. We found
that the table re-positioning caused the point source locations
to move slightly, causing a registration error of up to 1 mm
in the transaxial plane. If necessary, we could develop an al-
ternate radioactive source that can be inserted into the channel
within the TRUS probe (which is designed for a biopsy needle).
This radioactive needle source would consist of three custom

-tungsten PET radioactive seeds that are spaced within a
small-diameter non-radiopaque needle.

Thirdly, the TRUS probe-stepper unit is mounted onto a long
extension plate that attaches to the controller, as described in
Section V. This plate creates some probe vibration and com-
ponent flexing. Ideally, we would use an entirely new controller
that can fit through the scanner bore. This would allow for easier
dual TRUS-PET imaging using commercial PET-CT scanners
with long scanner bores. We have developed a preliminary de-
sign of a new custom controller that attaches to the end of the
table, fits within a PET-CT scanner bore, and is easy to ma-
neuver and lock into position. We will build this controller when
we receive further funding.

Finally, there are additional potential sources of registration
error for PET-TRUS imaging of human subjects, such as
internal organ motion and gross subject motion. Since PET
imaging will be performed with the TRUS probe fully inserted
past the prostate, changes in prostate deformation between the
TRUS and PET images (due to the transducer probe pressure)
will be minimal. Thus, we plan to use rigid registration tech-
niques, as described. If this is not the case, alternate 3-D or 2-D
end-firing TRUS probes could be explored which do not require
probe stepping. If organ motion in general is an issue, then
we could acquire transverse and sagittal TRUS images during
the PET scan to measure the extent of the prostate motion.
If necessary, we could explore motion correction algorithms
utilizing nonrigid registration [50], [51]. Gross motion of the
subject is an issue common to all multimodality imaging.
However, we expect this to be minimized in our case because
the subject will be placed in a supported position (using knee
supports, padding, etc.) with the probe inserted in his rectum.
We will assess registration accuracy for human subject studies
using standard radiopaque gold fiducial markers that have
been implanted in each subject’s prostate in preparation of his
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scheduled radiation therapy. The use of gold fiducial markers
has been established clinically as a “gold standard” registration
technique for the prostate [6].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully developed both a dual PET-TRUS
system for prostate imaging and custom multimodality
PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms. We have evaluated this
dual-modality imaging system, by performing PET-TRUS
imaging studies of multi-line source phantoms. We currently
have a PET-TRUS registration error of in the
x direction, in the y direction, and
in the z direction (see Fig. 6 for axes). The mean transaxial
distance between the PET and TRUS line source position is

. We expect this registration accuracy to be
sufficient for the clinical applications of detecting early recur-
rence and guiding biopsies, but it is not yet sufficient to use for
treatment planning.

We have also performed various phantom, point source and
mechanical tests to investigate our PET-TRUS registration ac-
curacy. Our overall registration error includes a systematic error
in the vertical direction of due to mechanical
effects as the probe is inserted and stepped into the phantom
(or subject). Using external accelerometer measurements, we
can accurately estimate and correct this vertical deformation of
the TRUS probe transducer as a function of stepper position.
This information can be utilized when resampling the PET data
into TRUS coordinates, thereby reducing the overall registra-
tion error. We will perform this correction for our human sub-
ject studies.
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Background & Objectives: Although prostate specific antigen blood tests, rectal exams and surgical 
biopsies are commonly used to detect and stage prostate cancer, the results can be unreliable. In addition, 
multiple courses of a therapy must be administered before a clear indication of response can be 
determined. A new imaging technology is needed to accurately detect prostate cancer and to assess 
treatment efficacy. Functional positron emission tomography (PET) with [C-11]choline detects malignant 
prostate tumors and helps determine the tumor “aggressiveness,” but few anatomical features are visible 
in the PET images. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging identifies lesions but some are not cancerous. 
By accurately fusing the sensitive functional information from PET with the high-resolution anatomical 
information from TRUS imaging, dual PET-TRUS imaging can accurately localize prostate cancer and 
determine its response to treatment. The objective of this project is to develop PET-TRUS prostate 
imaging and evaluate the technology using phantom and initial human subject studies.  
 
Methods: PET-TRUS image registration based on prostate image features is inaccurate, since few 
anatomical features are seen in the PET images and the TRUS probe distorts the local anatomy. Our 
image registration method instead depends on precisely determining the location and orientation of the 
TRUS probe within the PET scanner directly, by performing an additional fast PET scan of fiducial 511 
keV point sources that determine the probe position. The goals of this project focus on developing the 
necessary hardware and software tools to acquire and accurately register volumetric PET and TRUS 
images. 
 
Results: We developed phantoms that are compatible with PET, TRUS, x-ray computed tomography 
(CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). We evaluated our PET-TRUS image registration accuracy 
by imaging these phantoms. Our PET-TRUS preliminary registration error is 1 mm axially and 2-5 mm in 
the transaxial plane (depending on the image study, image slice and line source measured). We also 
performed various phantom and point source tests to investigate this PET-TRUS registration error. The 
overall registration error includes a systematic error in the vertical direction of up to 3 mm (that varies 
with slice) due to the physical constraint of the probe during insertion. This information will soon be 
utilized when resampling the PET data into TRUS coordinates, and this correction is expected to lower 
the registration error. 
   
Conclusions: We successfully developed a dual PET-TRUS system for prostate imaging and custom PET-
TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms. We evaluated our PET-TRUS imaging system by performing studies of our 
phantoms. We currently have a PET-TRUS registration error of 1 mm axially and 2-5 mm in the 
transaxial plane, which is sufficient for some clinical applications such as early detection of recurrence. 
This error is expected to reduce with further systematic error corrections. 
 
Impact: Our PET-TRUS prostate imaging technology should help guide needle biopsies, confirm initial 
diagnosis, determine where higher dose is needed for external beam radiation and brachytherapy, evaluate 
treatment effectiveness, and detect local recurrence earlier than is currently possible. Combining PET and 
CT has recently revolutionized the role of imaging in diagnosis and treatment planning for many kinds of 
cancer. We believe that combining PET and TRUS could do the same for prostate cancer.!
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Title– Registration Methods for a Dual PET-TRUS Prostate Imaging System 
 
 
Abstract–  
Multimodality imaging plays an increasingly important role in the diagnosis and 
treatment of a large number of diseases, particularly if both functional and 
structural information are acquired and accurately registered. Hence, we have 
developed a dual-modality imaging system that will help identify the location and 
aggressiveness of prostate cancer. We acquire high-resolution anatomical detail of 
the prostate region from transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging that is accurately 
registered with the sensitive functional information from external positron 
emission tomography (PET). PET-TRUS image registration based on prostate 
image features is inaccurate, since few anatomical features are seen in the PET 
images. Our image registration method instead depends on precisely determining 
the location and orientation of the TRUS probe within the PET scanner directly, 
by performing an additional fast PET scan of fiducial 511 keV point sources that 
determine the probe position. We have evaluated our PET-TRUS image 
registration accuracy by performing dual-modality imaging of custom phantoms. 
We describe our PET-TRUS system, custom multi-modality phantom 
development and phantom study results. Our PET-TRUS preliminary registration 
error is 1 mm axially and 2-5 mm in the transaxial plane (depending on the image 
study, image slice and line source measured). The mean transaxial distance 
between the PET and TRUS line source position is 3.67 ± 0.86 mm. This 
registration accuracy is sufficient for some clinical applications such as early 
detection of recurrence and guiding biopsies, but it is not yet sufficient to use for 
treatment planning. We will also discuss future alternative registration methods for 
PET-TRUS prostate imaging. 
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Multimodality imaging plays an increasingly important role in the diagnosis and treatment of a large number of diseases,

particularly if both functional and structural information are acquired and accurately registered. Hence, we have developed a

dual PET-TRUS imaging system that will help identify the location and aggressiveness of prostate cancer. We acquire high-

resolution anatomical detail of the prostate region from transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging that is accurately registered with

the sensitive functional information from positron emission tomography (PET). PET-TRUS image registration based on prostate

image features is inaccurate, since few anatomical features are seen in the PET images. Our image registration method instead

depends on precisely determining the location and orientation of the TRUS probe within the PET scanner directly, by performing

an additional fast PET scan of fiducial 511 keV point sources that determine the probe position. We have evaluated our PET-

TRUS image registration accuracy by performing dual-modality imaging of custom phantoms. We describe our PET-TRUS

system, custom phantom and phantom study results (including registration accuracy and systematic errors). Our PET-TRUS

preliminary registration error is 1 mm axially and 2-5 mm in the transaxial plane (depending on the image study, image slice

and line source measured), which is sufficient for some clinical applications such as early detection of recurrence. We also

discuss our plans to expand this work to multimodality prostate imaging using TRUS and PET-CT or SPECT-CT imaging

systems.
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NIH R01 grant proposal, “Registration Methods for Multimodality Prostate Imaging,” October 2010 

 

Project Summary 
Objective: The objective of this project is to develop multimodality prostate imaging and evaluate the 
technology with initial human subject studies. We will acquire high resolution anatomical detail of the prostate 
region from transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging that is accurately registered with sensitive functional 
information from either positron emission tomography (PET) or single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT). This multimodality imaging will help to detect and localize cancer within the prostate region. The 
accurately registered multimodality images can be used to guide subsequent diagnosis and treatment 
procedures, e.g., biopsy, surgery, external beam radiotherapy, and brachytherapy. Recent studies have shown 
the value of multimodality imaging, especially when functional and anatomical data are fused. TRUS is the 
anatomical imaging modality of choice for most prostate cancer clinicians (i.e., not CT), hence the desire to 
merge the use of TRUS with PET and SPECT for prostate imaging. 

Specific Aims: The goals of this proposal focus on developing hardware and software tools: (1) to comfortably 
position the TRUS probe inside a human subject using a TRUS controller that can move with the subject 
through the PET-CT or SPECT-CT scanner bore, (2) to develop a method to accurately register volumetric 
TRUS, CT, and PET images using phantom studies, (3) to evaluate this registration method with TRUS-CT-
PET human subject studies using the radiopharmaceutical [11C]choline, and (4) to repeat Aims 2 and 3 for 
TRUS-CT-SPECT imaging using the radiopharmaceutical [111In]ProstaScint. 

Research Design: We will perform multimodality prostate imaging sequentially during the same imaging 
session in the order of: TRUS, low dose CT and PET (or SPECT). The subject will remain in the same position 
with the TRUS probe in place for all imaging, since the TRUS probe significantly distorts the local anatomy. 
The PET-CT (or SPECT-CT) images are already routinely co-registered, so the critical task is to register the 
TRUS images to either the CT or the PET (or SPECT) images. We will explore two methods for doing this: (1) 
using CT to determine the position of the TRUS probe and (2) using PET (or SPECT) to find the position of 
22Na (or 57Co) radioactive seeds that are inserted at a known location inside the TRUS probe (via the hollow 
channel that is designed for a biopsy needle). Since the position of the TRUS images is well known with 
respect to the physical position of the probe, this gives sufficient information for image co-registration. We will 
quantitatively evaluate these two methods by performing phantom studies, using custom phantoms designed 
to test TRUS-CT-PET and TRUS-CT-SPECT image registration accuracy, and will select the best method. We 
will then perform initial human subject studies in order to identify issues that would affect the clinical utility of 
the techniques. The tools and protocols developed in this project are necessary for future clinical research. 
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Multi-Modality Phantom Development
Jennifer S. Huber, Member, IEEE, Qiyu Peng, and William W. Moses, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Multi-modality imaging has an increasing role in the
diagnosis and treatment of a large number of diseases, particu-
larly if both functional and anatomical information are acquired
and accurately co-registered. Hence, there is a resulting need for
multi-modality phantoms in order to validate image co-registra-
tion and calibrate the imaging systems. We present our PET-ultra-
sound phantom development, including PET and ultrasound im-
ages of a simple prostate phantom. We use agar and gelatin mixed
with a radioactive solution. We also present our development of
custom multi-modality phantoms that are compatible with PET,
transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), MRI and CT imaging. We describe
both our selection of tissue mimicking materials and phantom con-
struction procedures. These custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI prostate
phantoms use agar-gelatin radioactive mixtures with additional
contrast agents and preservatives. We show multi-modality images
of these custom prostate phantoms, as well as discuss phantom
construction alternatives. Although we are currently focused on
prostate imaging, this phantom development is applicable to many
multi-modality imaging applications.

Index Terms—Magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission
tomography, ultrasound, x-ray computed tomography.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTI-MODALITY imaging plays an increasingly
important role in the diagnosis and treatment of a

large number of diseases. Combining modalities that provide
both functional and structural information is particularly im-
portant. For instance, functional information can be acquired
with single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),
positron emission tomography (PET) or functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), whereas anatomical information
can be acquired using x-ray computed tomography (CT),
ultrasound (US) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Combining PET and CT has recently revolutionized the
role of imaging in diagnosis and treatment planning for many
kinds of cancer. As a result, there are commercially available
PET-CT phantoms that are used for acceptance testing and
routine quality evaluation of the PET-CT systems. For instance,
these phantoms are used to determine how accurately the two
image sets are aligned and how accurately the CT-based PET
attenuation correction works. However, PET-CT imaging is
not the preferred modality combination for all diseases or even
all cancers. For instance, ultrasound imaging is an integral part

Manuscript received March 20, 2009; revised June 10, 2009 and June 12,
2009. Crrent version published October 07, 2009. This work was supported in
part by the Director, Office of Science, Office of Biological and Environmental
Research, Medical Science Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract DE-AC02-05CH11231, and in part by Department of Defense under
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of diagnosis and treatment procedures for many diseases, such
as prostate cancer. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) provides
good anatomical detail of the prostate region and accurately
measures the prostate volume, whereas CT has poor contrast
for soft-tissue (like the prostate) and it over-estimates prostate
volume. Hence, phantoms for multi-modality imaging with
ultrasound and PET or MRI are needed. Ultrasound phantoms
are readily available commercially, but we are not aware of any
commercially available US-PET or US-MRI phantoms.

We believe that imaging the prostate with -choline using
a dual PET-TRUS system will help locate cancer within the
prostate region. We envision that dual PET-TRUS prostate
imaging could be used to guide biopsy, guide treatment pro-
cedures, and detect local recurrence earlier than is currently
possible. Therefore, we are developing a dual imaging system
that acquires PET and TRUS data sets during the same patient
imaging session, using methods that allow us to accurately
determine the 3-D location of the TRUS probe tip relative to
the PET scanner. As a result, co-registration of the PET and
TRUS patient images will be simple and accurate. However,
prior to our patient studies, we must validate our ability to
image and accurately co-register PET and TRUS images using
a PET-TRUS prostate phantom.

Since the phantom that we need is not commercially avail-
able, we have built a custom PET-TRUS prostate phantom with
structures that simulate the acoustical properties for TRUS
and 511 keV activity concentrations for PET. In addition,
we have built custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms with
structures that also simulate the nuclear magnetization for
MRI and radiographic density for CT. We present here our
PET-ultrasound phantom and PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom
development, including multi-modality images of phantoms.
We also discuss alternative phantom construction options. This
phantom development is applicable to many multi-modality
applications.

II. PET-ULTRASOUND PHANTOM

We have constructed a simple PET-ultrasound prostate
phantom as proof of principle. It was constructed with two
basic tissue mimicking materials (TMMs). The “pelvis” was
prepared as a high-scatter ultrasound TMM, using 4% agarose
mixed with deionized water and heated to 62 (in a hot water
bath on a hot plate and mixed continuously with a magnetic
stir rod). The temperature of the agarose-water was kept below
70 to maintain the high-scatter ultrasound properties. The
“prostate” was prepared as a low-scatter ultrasound TMM,
using 8% gelatin mixed with deionized water and heated until
the gelatin dissolved.

The PET-US phantom was constructed in two stages. We first
filled a rectangular plastic box with the 4% agarose TMM, cre-
ating a void with a petrolatum-coated plastic rod in the center.

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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As soon as the rectangular agarose “pelvis” hardened, the rod
was removed and we filled the inner cylindrical “prostate” re-
gion with the 8% gelatin TMM. Fig. 1(a) shows a photograph
of the PET-US phantom. At each stage, the TMM was mixed
with radioactivity (potassium fluoride in aqueous solution
mixed with a drop of food coloring) before placing it in a refrig-
erator to harden. We used short-lived Fluoride (110 min-
utes half-life), since is readily available from our in-house
cyclotron and no long-lived radioactive waste were generated by
the tests. As a result, the gel hardening time was important due to
the half-life. The “pelvis” gel hardened in 52 minutes (using
an ice bath within the refrigerator) and the “prostate” hardened
in 31 minutes (without ice bath). The resulting phantom had six
times higher 511 keV activity density in the inner cylindrical
“prostate” than in the outer rectangular “pelvis.”

The phantom was roughly centered in an EXACT HR PET
scanner, and PET data were acquired with a 20 minute emission
scan in 3-D mode and 10 minute transmission scan. At the start
of the emission scan, the activity density was 1.07
in the cylindrical “prostate” gelatin and 0.17 in the rect-
angular “pelvis” agarose. Image reconstruction was performed
with attenuation and scatter correction. Fig. 1(b) shows a recon-
structed coronal PET image of the phantom, as well as a hor-
izontal profile through the “prostate” center. The activity
in the cylindrical “prostate” gelatin is clearly visible within the
rectangular “pelvis” background activity, with the expected 6
(“prostate”) to 1 (“pelvis”) relative activity. The activity is
concentrated almost uniformly within the “prostate,” but a small
asymmetry is seen due to incomplete mixing during the gel
hardening process (Fig. 1(b)).

The phantom was then imaged using a 5 MHz external
Elektra ultrasound system, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The ul-
trasound image clearly shows the low-scatter cylindrical
“prostate” gelatin, which is surrounded by the high-scatter
“pelvis” agarose. Thus, we have demonstrated our ability to
construct and image a custom PET-ultrasound phantom. How-
ever, the phantom’s mechanical and ultrasound properties did
not have long-term stability, especially at room temperature.
For instance, this phantom (without preservative) was invaded
by fungus and bacteria within about a month even when stored
in a refrigerator.

III. PET-TRUS-CT-MRI PHANTOMS

Methods for ultrasound phantom construction are well rep-
resented in literature [1]–[5]. Since the phantom described in
Section II did not have long-term stability at room temperature,
we needed to develop a different phantom construction process.
We therefore constructed a multi-modality phantom using
tissue mimicking mixtures of agar, gelatin, ,
EDTA-tetra Na Hydrate, NaCl, formalin, Germall-Plus,
glass beads, , and deionized water (Table I). Similar
agar-gelatin mixtures were proven to have stable mechanical,
ultrasound and MRI properties for at least one year [5]. These
agar-gelatin-based tissue mimicking materials were mixed with
radioactive solutions (with a drop of food coloring). When
developing the procedures for this phantom construction, we
used short-lived radioactive Fluoride and a small amount
of non-radioactive 0.5 M HCl. Once the phantom construction

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of a PET-ultrasound prostate phantom. The agarose
“pelvis” has outer dimensions of cm cm cm. The cylindrical
gelatin “prostate” has a 5 cm diameter and 2.5 cm depth. (b) Reconstructed
coronal PET image of the phantom. The white circle shows the high ac-
tivity density in the “prostate,” and the dark gray rectangle shows the low
activity density in the background “pelvis.” Image represents 636 M counts (i.e.,
20 minutes of data). The voxel size is mm mm mm. Hori-
zontal profile through the “prostate” center is also shown. (c) Ultrasound image
of the same phantom using a 5 MHz external ultrasound probe. The dark gray
circle shows the low-scatter gelatin “prostate,” and the surrounding light gray
background shows the high-scatter agarose “pelvis.”

procedures were finalized, we used long-lived ra-
dioactivity (271 day half-life) in a 0.5 M HCl solution to allow

Authorized licensed use limited to: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Downloaded on April 07,2010 at 23:12:26 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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TABLE I
DRY-WEIGHT PERCENTS OF THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS IN THE

PET-TRUS-CT-MRI CUSTOM PHANTOM. THE REMAINING WEIGHT PERCENT
IS DEIONIZED WATER

repeated PET imaging of the same phantom. (0.5 M HCl is
used to maintain a stable homogenous solution.) The
main purpose of these custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms
is to develop radioactive TMMs that both approximate the
acoustical properties of patients more accurately and have
improved long-term stability at room temperature than those
developed in Section II.

We constructed two-region PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phan-
toms with a “prostate” tapered cylinder within a “pelvis”
rectangular cuboid. The “pelvis” has outer dimensions of

cm cm cm. The “prostate” is 7 cm deep with
a tapering diameter ranging from 5 to 3 cm. We first filled
the “pelvis” cubic container with the “Pelvis TMM” (Table I),
creating two voids with petrolatum-coated plastic rods. A small
2.5 cm diameter cylindrical rod was used to create a hole for
the TRUS imaging probe. A larger rod with a tapered end
was used to create a void for the “prostate.” Once the “pelvis”
hardened, we removed both rods. We then filled the tapered
cylindrical void with a “Prostate TMM” (Table I), having
different multi-modality properties and or activity
concentrations than the “pelvis.” Both TMMs were hardened at
room temperature. Theses phantoms are stored with a thin layer
of safflower oil on top to minimize dehydration and shrinkage.
Fig. 2 shows a photograph of a custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
phantom.

Table I outlines the dry-weight percentages of the materials
used to construct the “Prostate TMM” and “Pelvis TMM” of the
custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms. For initial tests, only
the “Prostate TMM” was mixed with Fluoride due to the
time required for gel hardening. For the final phantom, both
TMM regions were mixed with solution. The primary
role of each ingredient is summarized below:

• Agar: concentration set to achieve tissue-like ultrasound
properties, such as ultrasound propagation speed. Higher
agar concentration also produces shorter longitudinal
and transverse MRI relaxation times.

• Gelatin: concentration set for tissue-like ultrasound prop-
erties, such as ultrasound propagation speed. Concentra-
tion must be roughly the same for “prostate” and “pelvis”
regions to avoid changes in volumes due to osmosis.

• and EDTA-tetra Na Hydrate: EDTA forms
chelate with the ions to allow to remain mo-
bile, allowing controlled lowering of the MRI relax-
ation time.

• NaCl: produces tissue-like MRI coil loading.

Fig. 2. Photograph of a custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom. The square
“pelvis” has outer dimensions of 15 cm 15 cm. The tapered cylindrical
“prostate” is seen as a 5 cm diameter dark circle (the diameter of the cylinder
tapers, decreasing from 5 cm to 3 cm towards the container bottom). The hole
for transrectal ultrasound imaging (seen directly below the dark “prostate”
circle) has a diameter of 2.5 cm.

• Formalin (37% formaldehyde): cross-links the gelatin,
raising the melting point to 78 where the agar compo-
nent melts.

• Germall-Plus: preservative to prevent fungal and bacterial
invasion.

• Glass Beads (20 m average diameter): increases ultra-
sound attenuation and backscatter to tissue-like levels.
Also shortens and MRI relaxation times.

• : increases radiographic attenuation for CT
imaging.

• Fluoride or : 511 keV radioactivity for PET
imaging.

The expected ultrasound and MRI properties of the phantom
are based on previous work by others [5], since precise measure-
ments of these properties were not needed for our application.
The expected ultrasound properties include a propagation speed
of about 1534 m/s, a density of about 1.04 g/ml, and an attenua-
tion coefficient divided by frequency of about 0.14 dB/cm/MHz
for the “Prostate TMM” and 0.38 dB/cm/MHz for the “Pelvis
TMM.” The MRI relaxation times are expected to be about
494 ms for the “Prostate TMM” and 423 ms for the “Pelvis
TMM.” The MRI relaxation times are expected to be approx-
imately 58 ms. Based on direct region of interest measurements
of the CT scans of the phantom, the CT number is expected to
be about 50 HU for the “Prostate TMM” and about 140 HU for
the “Pelvis TMM.”

A custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom, using in only
the “prostate,” was imaged with PET, CT and MRI. Using an
EXACT HR PET scanner, PET data were acquired with a 60
minute emission scan in 3-D mode and 10 minute transmission
scan. At the start of the emission scan, the activity den-
sity was 0.33 in the prostate. Image reconstruction was
performed with attenuation and scatter correction. Fig. 3 shows
a reconstructed coronal PET image of the phantom, as well as
a horizontal profile through the “prostate” center. The ac-
tivity is concentrated almost uniformly within the “prostate,” but
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed coronal PET image of a custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
phantom using (in the “prostate” only). The white circle shows the nearly
uniform activity in the “prostate.” The initial activity density was 0.33

. Voxel size is mm mm mm. Horizontal profile
through the “prostate” center is also shown.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed coronal x-ray CT image of the phantom with 1 mm axial
thick slices. The pixel size is mm mm mm. The dark gray circle
shows lower radiographic attenuation in the “prostate” compared with the sur-
rounding light gray higher-attenuation “pelvis.” The black circle shows a hole
used for the TRUS imaging probe.

a small asymmetry is seen due to incomplete mixing during
the gel hardening process.

The phantom was imaged with a Nucletron KV ConeBeam
CT scanner (100 keV; 16 mAmps) after the decayed. Re-
construction was performed with a proprietary SmartScatter al-
gorithm using a Cone-Beam CT wedge filter. Fig. 4 shows a
reconstructed coronal CT image of the phantom with increased
radiographic attenuation in the “pelvis” due to the .

Fig. 5. (a) Reconstructed coronal MRI -weighted image of the custom
PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom, representing 60 minutes of data. Voxel size
is mm mm mm. The dark gray circle shows the longer
“prostate” surrounded by the shorter “pelvis.” The black circle shows
a hole used for the TRUS imaging probe. (b) Reconstructed coronal MRI

-weighted image of the phantom, representing 50 minutes of data. Voxel
size is mm mm mm.

After the decayed, the phantom was also imaged with an
1.5 T Avanto Siemens MRI scanner using a head coil with a

-weighted 2-D spin echo pulse sequence ( ;
; mm mm

mm; mm mm mm). Fig. 5(a)
shows a reconstructed -weighted MRI image with a darker
“prostate” representing a longer compared to the “pelvis.”
The glass beads (used for ultrasound imaging) shortened the

in the “pelvis” despite having a lower agar concentration.
The phantom was also imaged with a -weighted 2-D turbo
spin echo pulse sequence ( ; ;

mm mm mm;
mm mm mm). Fig. 5(b) shows a reconstructed

-weighted MRI image with a darker “prostate” representing
a shorter compared to the “pelvis.”

A custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom using in a
0.5 M HCl solution was also constructed. The phantom gel is
inside a plastic cubic box with a lid that has a hole for TRUS
imaging access. In order to prevent -gel pieces from es-
caping during TRUS imaging, a condom is used to seal the hole.
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(The condom base is fixed around a centering ring on top of the
container lid. The condom is held in place using a small washer
inside the condom tip and a magnet outside the bottom of the
plastic container.) When TRUS imaging the phantom, the TRUS
probe is covered by a second condom filled with ultrasound gel
and pushed against the phantom to minimize air bubbles. At the
time of the phantom construction, the activity density was
0.73 in the “prostate” and 0.12 in the “pelvis.”

This custom phantom was imaged using an EXACT HR
PET scanner 30 hours after phantom construction. PET data
were acquired with a 3-D emission scan followed by a 10
minute transmission scan. Iterative image reconstruction was
performed with attenuation and scatter correction. Fig. 6(a)
shows a reconstructed coronal PET image of the phantom,
as well as a horizontal profile through the “prostate” center.
The activity density was initially six times higher in the
“prostate” than the “pelvis.” The activity in the “prostate”
is clearly visible within the “pelvis” background. However,
the “prostate” radioactivity in the PET image has a blurrier
edge in this case (e.g., compared to Fig. 1(b)), and the rela-
tive activity shown in the profile is only 4.8 (“prostate”) to 1
(“pelvis”). This is probably due to the initial diffusion of the

tetrachloride molecules, which is discussed in detail in
Section IV. This assumption is supported by the nearly uniform
radioactivity seen in the PET image of the previously discussed
PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantom constructed with (Fig. 3).

The phantom was also imaged with a Hitachi Hi-Vision
5500 digital ultrasound system, using a B mode biplane TRUS
probe in a linear stepper. Fig. 6(b) shows a transrectal ultra-
sound image of the phantom with a lower-scatter “prostate”
surrounded by a higher-scatter “pelvis.”

IV. DISCUSSION

We intended to use this custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
phantom repeatedly over a year. However, the tetrachlo-
ride molecules in the “prostate” diffused into the “pelvis” to
become roughly uniformly distributed throughout the phantom
in less than 57 days. We believe that the tetrachloride
molecules were small enough to penetrate the gel pores,
slowly reaching an equilibrium in radioactive concentration
throughout the “prostate” and “pelvis.” We should be able
to prevent this diffusion by using a barrier, such as
a female latex condom, between the “prostate” and “pelvis”
so the radioactivity instead reaches an uniform equilibrium
within the “prostate” and “pelvis” separately. This is sim-
ilar to the latex condom used to seal the TRUS hole (i.e., to
prevent -gel pieces from escaping onto the TRUS
probe), which successfully prevented diffusion. No
contamination was measured on either the TRUS probe or the
probe-side of the condom that was permanently fixed on the
phantom, based on swipe tests that were measured accurately
with a well gamma counter.

Other tissue mimicking materials could also be used for
PET-US phantom construction. Typical ultrasound TMMs
include agar, Zerdine, urethanes, epoxies, liquids and natural
materials. There are three ultrasound TMMs commercially
available: Zerdine from CIRs Inc., condensed-milk-based gel
from Gammax RMI, and urethane-rubber-based material from

Fig. 6. (a) Reconstructed coronal PET image of a custom PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
phantom using . The white circle shows the higher activity
in the “prostate” within the dark gray low activity in the “pelvis.”
The activity density was 0.73 in the “prostate” and
0.12 in the “pelvis” during initial construction. Voxel size is

mm mm mm. Horizontal profile through the “prostate”
center is also shown. (b) Ultrasound image of the phantom. The dark gray
circle shows the lower-scatter “prostate,” directly above the black circular hole
used for the TRUS probe. The surrounding light gray background shows the
higher-scatter “pelvis.”

ATS Labs. Alternative PET-US phantom construction could
utilize radioactive water in condensed milk-agar-based mix-
tures [2] or poly(vinyl alcohol) cryogels [4]. However,
diffusion is still expected for these alternative TMMs (due to
the relative size of the molecule), so a diffusion barrier
would still be necessary.

We investigated the construction of a PET-TRUS-CT-MRI
prostate phantom with a more realistic geometry, using the
agar-gelatin mixtures from Section III. The phantom would
have structures simulating the prostate, rectal wall and urethra
in a background gel with an opening for the TRUS probe
(Fig. 7). The urethra is routinely simulated by filling a tube with
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Fig. 7. (a) Top view and (b) side view of design drawing of a PET-
TRUS-CT-MRI prostate phantom with more realistic geometry. The phantom
structures simulate the prostate, rectal wall and urethra in a background gel
with an opening for the TRUS probe.

ultrasound gel with some air bubbles. Since this PET-TRUS
prostate phantom would be used only to validate image co-reg-
istration, the phantom would not have to exactly mimic the
PET and TRUS properties of the prostate region. However, the
phantom could be used to validate interventional procedures
such a brachytherapy (i.e., radiation therapy where small radi-
ation sources or “seeds” are placed inside or next to the area
requiring treatment, such as the prostate).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully developed multi-modality phantoms,
including PET-TRUS-CT-MRI phantoms with two regions dis-
tinguishable by all four imaging modalities and long-term sta-
bility at room temperature. These phantoms had a relatively
simple geometry, as their main purpose was to validate image
co-registration for PET and TRUS prostate imaging. Long-lived

was used to allow repeated imaging, but the long-term use
of the phantom for PET imaging was unsuccessful due to dif-
fusion of the molecules; thus a diffusion barrier be-
tween the “prostate” and “pelvis” is required. Based on repeated
imaging results, these phantoms appear to have long-term sta-
bility otherwise (i.e., except for the diffusion). The me-
chanical properties also appear stable and there are no signs of
bacterial or fungal invasion, when stored at room temperature
for over ten months.
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We are developing a dual-modality positron emission tomograph 

(PET) and transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) prostate imaging system, 
which allows us to accurately co-register PET and TRUS images 
that are acquired sequentially during a single imaging session. 
Functional PET imaging with [11C]choline detects malignant 
prostate tumors and determines a tumor’s aggressiveness based on 
metabolic uptake level. However, the relative uptake in a prostate 
tumor can be so great that few other anatomical landmarks are 
visible in a PET image. Ultrasound imaging with a transrectal probe 
provides high-resolution anatomical detail in the prostate region 
that will be accurately co-registered with the sensitive functional 
information from the PET imaging. This dual-modality PET-TRUS 
imaging will help localize any cancer within the prostate region. 

We have developed initial hardware and software tools for dual 
PET-TRUS prostate imaging. We have completed the mechanical 
setup, mechanically modifying the TRUS equipment to work when 
mounted onto a common patient table in conjunction with the 
LBNL prostate-optimized PET scanner. We have developed and 
validated methods for positioning a patient’s prostate in the center 
of the PET scanner, reproducibly positioning the TRUS probe tip 
(which will be positioned axially at the prostate center) within 1 
mm of the PET-center. This prostate positioning is important, since 
the prostate-optimized PET scanner has optimal resolution and 
sensitivity near the PET-center and a reduced axial extent. We have 
also improved the PET image reconstruction software and have 
developed preliminary image display software. Finally, we have 
constructed and imaged unique TRUS-PET prostate phantoms that 
are used to validate PET and TRUS image co-registration. Co-
registered PET and TRUS phantom images acquired with this dual-
modality system will be presented. 
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Multi-Modality Phantom Development 

J.S. Huber, Member, IEEE, Q. Peng, and W.W. Moses, Fellow, IEEE 

 Abstract–Multi-modality imaging has an increasing role in the 

diagnosis and treatment of a large number of diseases, 

particularly if both functional and anatomical information are 

acquired and accurately co-registered. Although PET-CT has 

recently revolutionized the role of imaging for many kinds of 

cancer, ultrasound is the preferred imaging technology for many 

diseases such as prostate cancer. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) 

is an integral part of diagnosis and treatment for prostate cancer, 

so we are developing a dual imaging system that will acquire PET 

and TRUS data during the same patient imaging session and 

accurately co-register the images. In order to validate our 

methods prior to patient imaging, we will use a novel custom 

PET-TRUS prostate phantom. We present our initial PET-

ultrasound phantom development, including PET and ultrasound 

images of a simple phantom, as well as discuss of our future 

phantom construction plans. We will use agar-gelatin tissue 

mimicking materials mixed with radioactive water solutions. 

Although we are currently focused on prostate imaging, this 

phantom development is applicable to all PET-ultrasound 

imaging applications. In addition, we discuss how to make a 

PET-ultrasound phantom also MRI and/or CT compatible. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ulti-modality imaging plays an increasingly important 

role in the diagnosis and treatment of a large number of 

diseases. Combining modalities that provide both functional 

and structural information is particularly important. For 

instance, functional information can be acquired with positron 

emission tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI), and anatomical information can be acquired 

using x-ray computed tomography (CT), ultrasound (US) or 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Combining PET and CT 

has recently revolutionized the role of imaging in diagnosis 

and treatment planning for many kinds of cancer. However, 

ultrasound is already an integral part of diagnosis and 

treatment procedures for many diseases, such as prostate 

cancer. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) provides good 

anatomical detail of the prostate region and accurately 

measures the prostate volume, whereas CT has poor contrast 

for soft-tissue (like the prostate) and it over-estimates prostate 

volume. 

We believe that imaging the prostate with 
11

C-choline using 

a dual PET-TRUS system will help locate cancer within the 

prostate region. We envision that dual PET-TRUS prostate 

imaging could be used to guide biopsy, guide treatment 

procedures such as external beam radiotherapy and 

brachytherapy, and detect local recurrence earlier than current 

clinical practice. Therefore, we are developing a dual imaging 
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system that acquires PET and TRUS data sets during the same 

patient imaging session using methods that allow us to 

accurately determine the 3D location of the TRUS probe tip 

(relative to the PET scanner). As a result, co-registration of the 

PET and TRUS patient images will be simple and accurate. 

However, prior to our patient studies, we must validate our 

ability to image and accurately co-register PET and TRUS 

images using a PET-TRUS prostate phantom. We will build a 

custom PET-TRUS prostate phantom with structures that 

simulate the acoustical properties for TRUS and 511 keV 

activity concentrations for PET.  

We present here our initial PET-ultrasound phantom and 

PET-US-CT-MRI phantom development, including multi-

modality images of simple phantoms. This phantom 

development is applicable to many multi-modality 

applications. We will also discuss our future prostate phantom 

construction plans.  

II. CUSTOM PET-ULTRASOUND PHANTOM 

We have constructed a simple PET-ultrasound prostate 

phantom as proof of principle. When developing the 

procedures for our phantom construction, we used short-lived 
18

F radioactive (110 minutes half-life) water solutions, since 
18

F is readily available from our in-house cyclotron and no 

long-lived radioactive waste were generated by the tests. Our 

simple PET-US phantom was constructed in two stages. We 

first filled a rectangular plastic box with 4% agarose that was 

prepared as a high-scatter ultrasound tissue mimicking 

material (TMM), creating a void with a petrolatum-coated 

plastic rod in the center. Once the rectangular agarose “pelvis” 

hardened, the rod was removed and we filled the inner 

cylindrical “prostate” region with a low-scatter ultrasound 8% 

gelatin TMM. Fig. 1a shows a photograph of the PET-US 

phantom. At each stage, the TMM was mixed with 
18

F 

radioactive water solution before putting it into a refrigerator 

to harden. The phantom had six times higher 511 keV activity 

density in the inner cylindrical “prostate” than in the outer 

rectangular “pelvis.”  

The phantom was roughly centered in an EXACT HR PET 

camera, and PET data were acquired with a 10 minute 

transmission scan followed by a 20 minute emission scan in 

3D mode. At the start of the emission scan, the 
18

F activity 

density was 1.07 µCi/ml in the cylindrical “pelvis” gelatin and 

0.17 µCi/ml in the rectangular “pelvis” agarose. Image 

reconstruction was performed with attenuation and scatter 

correction. Fig. 1b shows a reconstructed coronal PET image 

of the phantom. The 
18

F activity uniformly concentrated in the 

cylindrical “prostate” gelatin is clearly visible within the 

rectangular “pelvis” background activity, as shown in Fig. 1b. 

 

 

M 
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 (a) 

 

 (b) 

 

 
 (c) 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of a simple PET-ultrasound phantom. The blue-

colored agarose has outer dimensions of 16 cm x 11 cm x 3.5 cm. The yellow-

colored gelatin cylinder has a 5 cm diameter and 2.5 cm depth. (b) 

Reconstructed coronal PET image of the PET-ultrasound phantom. The red-

yellow circle shows the high 18F activity concentration in the “prostate” 

region, and the blue rectangle shows the low 18F activity concentration in the 

background “pelvis” region. Image represents 636 M counts (i.e., 20 minutes 

of data). The voxel size is 1.47 mm x 1.47 mm x 3.13 mm. (c) Ultrasound 

image of the same phantom using a 5MHz external ultrasound probe. The 

dark gray circle shows the low-scatter gelatin “prostate,” and the surrounding 

light gray background shows the high-scatter agarose “pelvis.” 

The phantom was then imaged using a 5 MHz external 

Elektra ultrasound system, as shown in Fig. 1c. The ultrasound 

image clearly shows the low-scatter cylindrical “prostate” 

gelatin, which is surrounded by the high-scatter “pelvis” 

agarose. Thus, we have demonstrated our ability to construct 

and image a custom PET-ultrasound phantom. However, the 

phantom’s mechanical and ultrasound properties did not have 

long-term stability especially at room temperature. 

III. CUSTOM PET-US-CT-MRI PHANTOM 

Methods on ultrasound phantom construction are well 

represented in literature [1-5]. Since the phantom described in 

section II did not have long-term stability at room 

temperature, we needed to develop a different phantom 

construction process. We have constructed a multi-modality 

phantom using tissue mimicking mixtures of agar, gelatin, 

CuCl2-2H2O, EDTA-tetra Na Hydrate, NaCl, HCHO, 

Germall-Plus
TM

, glass beads, BaSO4, and deionized water 

(Table I). Similar agar-gelatin mixtures were proven to have 

long-term mechanical, ultrasound and MRI properties for at 

least one year [ 5]. These agar-gelatin-based tissue mimicking 

materials can be mixed with radioactive water solutions. When 

developing the procedures for the agar-gelatin-based phantom 

construction, we used non-radioactive water and short-lived 
18

F radioactive water solutions. Once the phantom 

construction procedures are finalized, we will use long-lived 
68

Ge radioactivity (271 day half-life) for phantom construction 

to allow repeated PET imaging of the same phantom over at 

least one year. The main purpose of this phantom is to develop 

radioactive TMMs, with long-term stability at room 

temperature, that approximate the acoustical properties of 

patients more accurately than those developed in section II. 

We constructed a two-region PET-US-CT-MRI phantom 

with an inner cylindrical “prostate” within an outer rectangular 

“pelvis” (i.e., with the same simple geometry as the PET-US 

phantom described in section II). We first filled the 

rectangular “pelvis” container with the “Pelvis TMM” (Table 

I), creating a void with a petrolatum-coated plastic rod in the 

center. This rod was removed once the rectangular “pelvis” 

hardened, then we filled the inner cylindrical “prostate” with a 

“Prostate TMM” (Table I) having different multi-modality 

properties and 
18

F activity. The TMMs were hardened at room 

temperature. Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the custom PET-

US-CT-MRI phantom. 
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Pelvis 

TMM 
1.17 5.50 0.11 0.32 0.77 0.24 1.44 4.38 0.50 

Prostate 

TMM 
3.64 5.70 0.12 0.34 0.80 0.25 1.50 0 0 

Table I. Dry-weight percents of the various components in the PET-US-

CT-MRI custom phantom. The weight percent of the deionized water is not 

shown since it makes up the remainder. 

Table I outlines the dry-weight percents for the “Prostate 

TMM” and “Pelvis TMM” used to construct the custom PET-

US-CT-MRI phantom. For these tests, only the cylindrical 

“prostate” TMM was mixed with a 
18

F-water solution. The 

primary role of each ingredient is summarized below: 
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•  Agar: concentration set to achieve tissue-like US 

properties, such as US propagation speed. Higher agar 

concentration also produces shorter longitudinal (T1) 

and transverse (T2) MRI relaxation times. 

•  Gelatin: concentration set for tissue-like US properties, 

such as US propagation speed. Concentration must be 

roughly the same for “prostate” and “pelvis” regions to 

avoid changes in volumes due to osmosis. 

•  CuCl2-2H2O and EDTA-tetra Na Hydrate: EDTA forms 

chelate with the Cu
2+

 ions to allow Cu
2+

 to remain 

mobile, allowing controlled lowering of the T1 MRI 

relaxation time.  

•  NaCl: anti-bacterial agent that produces tissue-like MRI 

coil loading. 

•  HCHO (37% formaldehyde): cross-links the gelatin, 

raising the melting point to 78 °C where the agar 

component melts. 

•  Germall-Plus
TM

: preservative to prevent fungal and 

bacterial invasion. 

•  Glass Beads (20 µm average diameter): increases 

ultrasound attenuation and backscatter to tissue-like 

levels. Also lowers T1 and T2 MRI relaxation times. 

•  BaSO4: increases radiographic attenuation for CT. 

•  
18

F: 511 keV radioactivity for PET imaging. 

The expected ultrasound properties include a propagation 

speed of about 1535 m/s, a density of about 1.04 g/ml, and an 

attenuation coefficient divided by frequency of about 0.14 

dB/cm/MHz for the “Prostate TMM” and 0.38 dB/cm/MHz 

for the “Pelvis TMM.” The MRI T1 relaxation times are 

expected to be about 494 ms for the “Prostate TMM” and 423 

ms for the “Pelvis TMM” [5]. 

 

Fig. 2. Photograph of a custom PET-US-CT-MRI phantom. The aqua-

colored rectangular “pelvis” has outer dimensions of 16 cm x 11 cm x 3.5 cm. 

The dark green-colored cylindrical “prostate” has a 5 cm diameter and 2.5 cm 

depth (i.e. inner cylinder does not go all the way through). 

The custom PET-US-CT-MRI phantom was imaged using 

an EXACT HR PET scanner. PET data were acquired with a 

3D emission scan followed by a 10 minute transmission scan. 

Iterative image reconstruction was performed with attenuation 

and scatter correction. Fig. 3a shows a reconstructed coronal 

PET image of the phantom. The 
18

F activity concentrated in 

the cylindrical “prostate” is clearly visible. The PET image in 

the “prostate” region is not uniform in this case (e.g., 

compared to Fig. 1b) due to PET scanner hardware problems 

that affected the attenuation map and normalization. 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Reconstructed coronal PET image of the custom PET-US-CT-

MRI phantom. The colored circle shows the 18F activity in the “prostate” 

region;  the 18F activity density was 0.8 µCi/ml in the “prostate” at the start of 

the 60 minute emission scan. Voxel size is 3.6 mm x 3.6 mm x 4 mm. (b) 

Ultrasound image of the phantom using a 5 MHz external ultrasound probe. 

The dark gray circle shows the lower-scatter “prostate,” and the surrounding 

gray background shows the higher-scatter “pelvis.” (c) Reconstructed coronal 

x-ray CT image of the phantom with 1 cm axial thick slices. The pixel size is 

1 mm x 1 mm x 10 mm. The dark gray circle shows lower radiographic 

attenuation in the “prostate” compared with the surrounding light gray higher-

attenuation “pelvis.” 
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The custom PET-US-CT-MRI phantom was imaged by the 

other three modalities the following day, after the 
18

F 

radioactivity decayed. The phantom was imaged with a 5MHz 

external Elektra ultrasound system. Fig. 3b shows an 

ultrasound image of the phantom with a lower-scatter 

cylindrical “prostate” surrounded by higher-scatter “pelvis.” 

The phantom was then imaged with a Hawkeye CT scanner 

(140 keV; 2.5 mAmps) on a Millennium VG3 SPECT gantry. 

Reconstruction was performed with filtered backprojection 

using a Hann filter with a cutoff frequency of 1. Fig. 3c shows 

a reconstructed coronal CT image of the phantom with 

increased radiographic attenuation in the “pelvis” due to the 

BaSO4.  

Finally, the phantom was imaged with an 1.5 T Avanto 

Siemens MRI scanner using a head coil with a T1-weighted 

2D spin echo pulse sequence (TE = 7.8 msec; TR = 500 msec; 

field of view = 220 mm x 178.8 mm x 3 mm; voxel size = 0.4 

mm x 0.4 mm x 3 mm). Fig. 4a shows a reconstructed T1-

weighted MRI image with a darker “prostate” representing a 

longer T1 compared to the “pelvis.” The glass beads (used for 

ultrasound imaging) shortened the T1 in the “pelvis” to make it 

brighter, despite the increased agar concentration in the 

“prostate.” The phantom was also imaged with a T2-weighted 

2D turbo spin echo pulse sequence (TE = 91 msec; TR = 4000 

msec; field of view = 220 mm x 175.3 mm x 3 mm; voxel size 

= 0.4 mm x 0.4 mm x 3 mm). Fig. 4b shows a reconstructed 

T2-weighted MRI image with a darker “prostate” representing 

a shorter T2 compared to the “pelvis.” 

(a) 

   

(b) 

  

Fig. 4. (a) Reconstructed coronal MRI T1–weighted image of the custom 

PET-US-CT-MRI phantom, representing 60 minutes of data. Voxel size is 0.4 

mm x 0.4 mm x 3 mm. The dark gray circle shows the longer T1 “prostate” 

surrounded by the shorter T1 “pelvis.” (b) Reconstructed coronal MRI T2–

weighted image of the phantom, representing 60 minutes of data. Voxel size is 

0.4 mm x 0.4 mm x 3 mm.  

IV. FUTURE PLANS 

We plan to make a PET-TRUS prostate phantom with a 

more realistic geometry using 
68

Ge water in a finalized agar-

gelatin mixture (as determined from above). The phantom will 

have structures simulating the prostate, rectal wall and urethra 

in a background gel with an opening for the TRUS probe (Fig. 

5). The urethra is routinely simulated by filling a tube with 

ultrasound gel with some air bubbles. We will image this PET-

TRUS prostate phantom with PET and TRUS to confirm that 

we have produced a phantom with the required properties. 

Since this PET-TRUS prostate phantom will be used only to 

validate image co-registration, the phantom does not have to 

exactly mimic the PET and TRUS properties of the prostate 

region. 

 (a) Top View: 

 

(b) Side View: 

 
Fig. 5. Design drawing of the TRUS-PET prostate phantom that will be 

constructed at LBNL. The phantom will have structures simulating the 

prostate, rectal wall and urethra in a background gel with an opening for the 

TRUS probe. 

If the agar-gelatin mixture does not work, other tissue 

mimicking materials could be used. Typical TMMs include 

agar, Zerdine
TM

, urethanes, epoxies, liquids and natural 

materials. There are three TMMs commercially available: 

Zerdine
TM

 from CIRs Inc., condensed-milk-based gel from 

Gammax RMI, and urethane-rubber-based material from ATS 

Labs. If necessary, we could investigate alternative phantom 

construction using radioactive water in condensed milk-agar-

based mixtures [2] or poly(vinyl alcohol) cryogels [4].  
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have successfully developed multi-modality phantoms, 

including a PET-US-CT-MRI phantom with two regions 

distinguishable by all four imaging modalities and long-term 

stability expected at room temperature. These phantoms had a 

relatively simple geometry, as their main purpose was to 

develop phantom construction methods. Our final multi-

modality prostate phantom will be used to validate image co-

registration for PET and TRUS prostate imaging. This prostate 

phantom will have a more realistic geometry (e.g., rectal probe 

opening), but it does not have to exactly mimic the TRUS 

tissue properties or anatomy of the prostate region. Long-lived 
68

Ge will be used for the final prostate phantom, to allow 

repeated use over at least a year. 
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Multi-modality imaging has an increasing role in the diagnosis and 
treatment of a large number of diseases, particularly if both 
functional and anatomical information is acquired and accurately 
co-registered. Although PET-CT has recently revolutionized the 
role of imaging in diagnosis and treatment for many kinds of 
cancer, ultrasound is the preferred imaging technology for many 
diseases such as prostate cancer. Since transrectal ultrasound 
(TRUS) is an integral part of diagnosis and treatment for prostate 
cancer, we are developing a dual imaging system that will acquire 
PET and TRUS data during the same patient imaging session and 
accurately co-register the images. In order to validate our methods, 
we will use a novel custom PET-TRUS prostate phantom. We 
present our initial PET-ultrasound phantom development, including 
PET and ultrasound images of a simple phantom, as well as discuss 
of our future phantom construction plans. We will use agar-gelatin 
tissue mimicking material mixed with radioactive water solutions. 
Although we are currently focused on prostate imaging, this 
phantom development is applicable to all PET-ultrasound imaging 
applications. In addition, we discuss how to make a PET-ultrasound 
phantom also MRI and/or CT compatible. 
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